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Simulation of
actual product results.

Gigi is wearing New The Falsies® Push Up Drama™ Mascara in Very Black.

Drama? Sometimes
I like to push it. 

Maybelline.com



Lashes so lifted,
so dramatic.
Dare to get the 
push-up effect.

©2015 Maybelline LLC.

NEW

 

®

Show us your
#PUSHUPMASCARA look.

™



Rough around the edges?
I keep it polished.

Gigi is wearing New Brow Drama® Pro Palette in Soft Brown.

Get expert tips at
Maybelline.com/brow



©2015 Maybelline LLC.

Sculpt. Fill. Highlight.
 Now, master 
the ultimate 
polished brow.

®

NEW

PRO PALETTE

/ SCULPT WITH WAX

1

/ FILL WITH POWDER

2

/ HIGHLIGHT FOR ACCENT

3



It’s time I make a bold 
move, and own it.

Jourdan is wearing Color Sensational
®
 The Creamy Mattes Lipcolor in Rich Ruby.

M AY B E L L I N E.com

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N



Our #1 
matte sensation.
Go creamy matte
for bold impact.

®

THE CREAMY MATTES

Now in 20 rich shades.

©2015 Maybelline LLC.



Price and products available 11/19. While supplies last.

LIKE IT? 
FIND IT FAST. 
Download the 
JCPenney mobile app 
and scan anything 
here to buy online, or 
go to jcp.com/gifts 
to fi nd more perfect 

gifts for everyone on 
your list.

now on the JCPenney app



BLING

LOVIN’

BESTIES

FOR:

COZY
CUDDLE 

BUDDIES

FOR:

FOR:

KITCHEN

GADGET

GURUS
WORKOUT

WARRIORS

FOR:

Women’s Boots Reg. $60-$120, 
Sale $35.99 - $69.99

1/2 ct. Diamond Earrings 
Reg. $1,458.32, Sale $749.99

Handbags Reg. $45-$50, 
Sale $27-$35

St. Johns Bay Cable Knit Sweaters
 Orig. $30, Sale $17.99

Nutribullet Pro 900 Series blender

Reg. $165-$215, Sale $99.99

Mens’s Nike Running Shoes MSRP $75

Women’s Nike Running Shoes 
MSRP $70, Sale $59.99

Xersion Pu� er Vest 
Reg. $44, Sale $24.99

Men’s Nike T-shirts 
Reg. $25, Sale $19.99

Boy’s Nike Hoodie or Pant
Reg. $40-$45

KitchenAid Artisan 5-Qt. Mixer
Reg. $349.99, Sale $299.99

Bulova Diamond Accent Watch

Reg. $399, Sale $299.25 

Disney Limited Edition
Plush Toys Reg. $16

Keurig 2.0 K250
Reg. $175.00, Sale $119.00



MEET YOUR STAR PLAYER. 
2015 NISSAN ALTIMA®  

It’s that rare breed of automobile that matches a stunning design and premium interior with 

relaxing Zero Gravity Front Seats. So your journey feels more like an exhilarating adventure.

That’s how a star player makes every driving experience exciting. 

Stunning Design   |  Premium Interior  |  Zero Gravity Front Seats

NissanUSA.com/Altima

facebook.com/nissan Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2015 Nissan North America, Inc. All rights reserved.



ON THE COVER
Photography by Dennis 

Leupold. Stylist, Joiee 
Thorpe. Hairstylist, Kim 

Kimble using Kimble 
Beauty for SixK.LA. 

Makeup artist, Motoko. 
Manicurist, Maya Apple. 

Naomie wears a Cushnie 
et Ochs top and skirt 

and Cristina Ortiz 
ear cuf and rings. 

ON THIS PAGE
Naomie wears a 

Jill Jill Stuart 
gown and 

Cristina Ortiz 
hand bracelet. For 

details, see 
Where to Buy.

86
PARTY GIRL
Festive outfits for 
your swanky soirees

98 FROM GRIEF 
TO GRACE
Relatives of The Charleston 
Nine explore how forgiveness 
and healing are possible 
after unfathomable heartbreak 
By Kristal Brent Zook 

80
BOND

AMBITION
British actress Naomie 

Harris is quietly 
making an impact in 

Hollywood and 
impressing 

audiences on this 
side of the pond 

By Jessica Herndon
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presidential elections and ofers 
her predictions 

92 2015: A 
LOOK BACK AT 
THE YEAR IN 
BLACK CULTURE
Author and cultural critic Danielle 

Henderson recalls the highs, the 
lows and the moments in between 
over the past 12 months
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Oh! What fun.
Clear, fresh, glowing skin—every day.  

That’s the gift of Clinique Sonic Cleansing.



VANESSA K. DE LUCA
Editor-in-Chief 

Twitter: @Vanessa_KDeLuca
Instagram: vanmommy
E-mail: Vanessa@essence.com 

LOOK FOR THESE ICONS TO ENJOY OUR DIGITAL CONTENT:

VIDEOTABLET 
& PHONE

SOCIAL MEDIA WEB

Looking forward 
to 2016, we plan 

to further inspire and 
excite you to create 

a life of infinite 
possibilities.”

LET’S TALK : A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

W 
hat will you remember 

most about 2015? For 

me, it will be marked 

as the year that we listened to 

you and heard your sugges-

tion to make bold moves. Our 

February 2015 Black Lives 

Matter cover, the first in our 

45-year history not to feature 

a model or celeb; the launch 

of our BeautyBox, specially 

curated by and for Black women; 

and the announcement that we will 

be expanding the Essence Festival 

to Durban, South Africa, in 2016 and 

2017 are evidence that we want to 

provide a platform for solutions and 

experiences that will move us all 

onward. I am humbled by how much 

our brand means to so many. It serves 

as a daily reminder to me, and to our 

entire team, that we must continue to 

raise the bar. 

Looking back at this year, we 

saw how much you enjoyed sharing 

via social media our stunning photo 

of the talented Black women who 

keep the Obama administration 

humming, watching controver-

sial “Stand Your Ground” persona 

Marissa Alexander return home to 

her family, and embracing a TV 

character named Cookie as one of 

your favorite guilty pleasures. 

Looking forward to 2016, we plan to 

further inspire and excite you to create 

a life of infinite possibilities.

On a personal note, I’ve been 

blessed to travel the country and to 

get to meet many of you face-to-face. 

Thank you for 

caring about 

this brand so deeply 

and for letting us know how much you 

appreciate what we do. The passion we 

feel for you, our ESSENCE family, gets 

richer year by year. It is our continued 

desire to celebrate the power and 

beauty that we see in you and to share 

that with the world.

Wishing you and all of those you 

cherish a blessed holiday season and 

a peaceful and graceful entry into 

the new year.

Stay in touch,

In the spirit of giving, we wanted to share with 
you an exciting new way to keep up with us 
wherever you are, wherever you go. Thanks 
to Texture, a Web site and app that lets you 
download all your favorite magazines, we can 
ofer you the gift of ESSENCE. This 
month, ESSENCE readers are invited 
to take Texture for a 30-day free trial. 
Visit texture.com for more details and to 
sign up. Click and dive in!

OUR GIFT TO YOU!

MY 
YEAR-END 
MESSAGE 
TO YOU

Texture 
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www.cremeofnature.com

©2015 Beautyge Brands USA, Inc. All rights reserved

Argan Oil from Morocco infuses 

hair with moisture, strength and 

enhances shine. Creme of Nature 

gives you the strength to shine with 

Argan Oil, where Exotic Shine meets 

healthy hair. 

DESTINATION

EXOTIC SHINE
™

READY.

SET.

SHINE.

select



STAR GIFT tommy hilfiger

Men’s shawl neck sweater. 89.50.
 WebID 

2467994. 

STAR GIFT i.n.c international 

concepts™ Only at Macy’s. Faux 
fur throw. Polyester. $160 ea. WebID 
2445432. Gifts also available.

STAR GIFT betsey johnson 

Cubic Zirconia heart necklace. $25.  WebID 
2366395. Gold-tone bow-hinged bangle. $35. 

 2366392. 3-pair stud set. $25. 
 2366391.  

tommy hilfiger bold

2-pc. set, $62, a $91 value. 
3.4 oz. & 1 oz. Eau de Toilette 
Sprays.  WebID 2422738. 

i.n.c 

international 

concepts®

Only at Macy’s. 
Asymmetrical sequinned 
sweater. Misses. 79.50. 

 WebID 2398977. 

STAR GIFT 
fitbit

Activity trackers. 
29.99-249.99 ea.  
For example: Flex. 

 WebID 1213634. 
Accessory bands. 

 2253743 
&  1213635. 

with gifts from 

top brands!

To see the entire 
STAR GIFTS collection, 
visit macys.com/gifts 



STAR GIFT tommy hilfiger

Active vest with nylon tote bag. 
Misses. 89.50.  WebID 2371039. 

STAR GIFT lacoste Men’s cotton classic 
pique polo. 89.50.  WebID 2325159.
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STAR GIFT
ari by ariana grande

Only at Macy’s. Limited Edition 
3-pc. set, only $65, a $156 value. 
3.4 oz. Eau de Parfum Spray with 
Atomizer, 3.4 oz. Body 
Lotion and a 0.25 oz.
Deluxe Mini Parfum. 

 WebID 2388383. 

STAR GIFT 
kate spade 

new york 

Fun, colorful 
mugs with 
witty sayings. 
$15 ea. 

 WebID 
2282058. 

STAR GIFT Vince camuto Jemma 
leather satchel. $248.  WebID 2453147.

STAR GIFT coach 

Logo watches in silver-tone 
( WebID 2372894) or gold-tone 
(  2372895). $295 ea. 
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HERE’S THE 
MUSIC ON 
STAFFERS’
PLAYLISTS 
AS THEY 

 CELEBRATE 
THE HOLIDAY 

SEASON

“Do You Hear 
What I Hear?” 
—Destiny’s Child

“What Christmas 
Means to Me” 
—Stevie Wonder

“Let It Snow” 
—Boyz II Men feat. 

Brian McKnight

“Winter 
Wonderland” 
—Ray Charles  

“I Saw Mommy
Kissing Santa Claus” 
—Jackson 5  

The Home Depot was a 
proud sponsor of the  
2nd Annual Essence  
Street Style Block Party  
and Awards. Go to 
homedepot.com for great 
prices and ideas for all 
your home décor needs. 

PROMOTION

essentials
Home

Animal Laundry Hamper in Natural
SKU: 204336643

Barney Bench in True Taupe
SKU: 205665944

Triple Gourd Ceramic Lamp
(Set of 2) SKU: 204848641
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“Last Christmas” 
—Wham!  

“This Christmas” 
—Donny Hathaway 

“Christmas 
Wrapping” 
—The Waitresses  

“Do You Hear 
What I Hear?” 
—CeCe Winans

“All I Want for 
Christmas Is You” 
—Mariah Carey

“Starting Today” 
—Beres Hammond

©2015 One ’n Only 15LQ016993

www.one-n-only.com

 onenonlyarganoil

 @arganoilproduct

 @onenonlyarganoil

REPAIR.

REHYDRATE.

REVIVE.

Argan oil goes deep 

to help moisturize hair 

for incredible shine, 

tame frizz and 

reduce breakage. 

The one and only solution 

for stronger, smoother, 

healthy-looking hair.

Available at



WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND

WE ASKED YOU, 
YOU ANSWERED! 
FROM GIFT GIVING AND RECEIVING TO HANGING 
ORNAMENTS TO SPENDING TIME WITH LOVED ONES, 
ESSENCE INSIDERS TELL US HOW THEY REVEL IN 
THIS MOST WONDERFUL TIME OF THE YEAR

JOIN US!
Share your habits and 
thoughts on events, culture, 
style and new products. 
Become an Insider at
ESSENCEINSIDERS.COM

Tell us what you think 
about this issue. E-mail us 
at letters@essence.com

Eating meals

Decorating the home

Taking time of from 
school or the job

Going shopping

71%

68%

73%

86%

THIS SEASON’S CELEBRATIONS
Of all the major holidays, Christmas topped the list of 
the special occasions we observe 

KWANZAA

CHRISTMAS

THANKSGIVING

82%

FAVORITE YULETIDE REMEMBRANCES
“EVERY YEAR MY BEST FRIEND 

AND I SET ASIDE THE FIRST 
SATURDAY IN DECEMBER TO 
SHOP. WE OPEN AND CLOSE 

THE MALL AND ONLY STOP 
FOR LUNCH. IT’S SO MUCH 
FUN! WE BOTH LOOK FOR-

WARD TO IT AND LET NOTHING 
INTERFERE WITH OUR PLANS. 

WE’VE BEEN FRIENDS FOR 
MORE THAN 50 YEARS.”

—Gloria Kelly, 
Decatur, GA

“When it was time to 
leave the hospital on 
December 21 after the 
birth of my son, the 
nurses put him in a 
big Christmas stock-
ing and gave him to 
me. Best gift ever!”

—Sharalyn D. Shelton, 
Hope Mills, NC

YOUR HOLIDAY ESSENTIALS
For you, these elements were key to happy festivities

“Traveling in a packed car with my family 
singing The Temptations version of ‘Silent 
Night’ in four-part ‘harmony.’ I use quotes 
because Lawd knows dogs howled and 
eyes watered when we all went to ‘sleep in 
heavenly peace.’ ” —Danita J. Reese, Philadelphia 

61%Entertaining 
family and friends

“My family’s first 
white Christmas in 
Colorado. My kids 
had never seen 
snow. We woke 
up to mounds 
of it. It felt like a 
holiday movie.”
—Aganta Beasley Thomas, 

Houston

DECK-THE-HALLS MEMORIES

NEW YEAR’S EVE

94%

18%
92%

THE PERFECT GIFT
ESSENCE Insiders found these folks the hardest to shop for

Parents

Spouse/Significant Other

Children

Others

Siblings
30%

30%

15%

15%

10%
Throughout the year

Before Thanksgiving

On Black Friday

Other days 

17%

10%

22%

40%

SHOPPING ALL THE WAY When playing 
Santa, you picked up presents at various moments 

6%Never

5%On Cyber Monday
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available at

CAROLSDAUGHTER.COM  & 

“More than 25 years ago, in my Brooklyn kitchen, I began 

creating beauty products made with natural ingredients and 

lots of love. I needed a name for my company, so I made a list 

of everything I was and everything I wanted to be, and I realized 

the most special thing I am is Lisa, Carol’s Daughter.”

 -Lisa Price, Founder



AND KNOWING RIGHT WHEN

YOUR PACKAGES ARRIVE.

INTRODUCING REAL-TIME DELIVERY NOTIFICATIONS
*

THIS IS OUR SEASON®

*Available with select products. Most notifications transmitted within a few minutes of the delivery scan.

©2015 United States Postal Service.® All Rights Reserved. The Eagle Logo is among the many trademarks of the U.S. Postal Service.®



GIFT THE 
GOODS YOUR 
LOVED ONES 

WILL CHERISH 
ALL YEAR LONG 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
BY GREG VORE

OUR
WISH 

LIST

GIFT GUIDE
2015

FRENDS X 
BAUBLEBAR 
“Kaleidoscope 

Taylor” head-

phones, $235, 

baublebar.com.

MOVADO 
“Edge”  

watch, 

$995, 

movado

.com.

MARC 
JACOBS 
Decadence 

Eau de 

Parfum, 

$95, 

Sephora. ALDO
“Morgano” 

clutch, $60,

aldoshoes.com. 

KITCHENAID 
tilt-head stand 

mixer with glass 

bowl in tofee, 

$400 for 

5-quart size, 

surlatable.com.

EZ GLIDE 
balancing scooter, $600, 

ezglidenow.com.

GREAT 

IDEAS!
FOR HER, HIM,

KIDS & HOME
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THE MEN IN 
YOUR LIFE
...DESERVE ALL THAT KEEPS 
THEM SMILING 

PAUL SMITH
socks, $30,

Paul Smith, NYC, 

646-613-3060.

OFFICIALLY 
LICENSED NFL 

snack helmet, 

$60, hsn.com.

MADE IN. tee, $30, 

madeintee.com.

TARGET wing sauce gift set, 

$13 for 6-pack, Target.

HENNESSY 
X.O.
cognac, 

$200, 

reservebar

.com. 

SPIEWAK “Aviation 

N2-B” parka, $495, 

spiewak1904.com.

BEVEL
90-day 

starter kit, 

$30 per 

month, 

getbevel

.com.

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

BOSE
SoundTouch 10 

Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth speaker, 

$200, bose.com. 

BLACK 
OWNED

BLACK 
OWNED
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THE 
LADIES

TRACY REESE 
cardigan, $218,,  

tracyreese.com 

for info.

...DESIRE INSPIRATION, 
INNOVATION AND 
SOMETHING PRETTY  

STELLÉ AUDIO
mini-clutch 
speaker, $149, 
stelleaudio.com.

SUGAR 
PAPER
planners, 

$8–$15, 

Target. 

DAVID YURMAN “Aluminum 

Renaissance” bracelets, $250 

each, davidyurman.com.

APPLE 
rose gold 
watch, 
$349, 
apple.com.

GARANCE 
DORÉ FOR 

RIFLE PAPER 
COMPANY

beauty art print, 

$24, riflepaperco.com. 

(Frame not included.) 

ARTÍS Elite 

Mirror 

Collection 

compact 

brush 

holder, 

$190, 

net-a-

porter.com. 

(Brushes 

sold 

separately.) 

AFFINITAS
“Alexa” lace 

chemise, $49, 
kohls.com.

ESSENCE BEAUTYBOX
subscription, $15 per month, 

essencebeautybox.com. 

FURLA 
“Bubble Pon Pon” key 

ring, $178, furla.com.
BLACK 

DESIGNER

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE
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homedepot.com/colorcenter

LET’S DO THIS.

Introducing the Project Color 
TM

 App.

Choose a color. Paint in virtual reality. 
Test it in different lighting. It’s part of a new 
color experience from The Home Depot.® 
In hand. Online. And at the store.

© 2015, HOMER TLC, Inc. All rights reserved.

Bookcase: BEHR® Catalina Coast PPU13-3

Wall: BEHR® Studio Taupe PPU5-7

™

VS.



HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

...LOVE ANYTHING THAT 
SPARKS THEIR 
IMAGINATION

MARBLES: 
THE BRAIN STORE 
Ortio, $40, marbles 

thebrainstore.com. 

PLAYWHEELS 
“Big Skate” roller 

skates, $40, 

Toys ‘R’ Us. 

DISCOVERY 
KIDS 
Adventure 

play tent 

teepee,

$40, select 

Bon-Ton 

stores.

BOOKS
Dreams Are 

Made for 

Children with 

CD, $17, 

thesecret 

mountain.com; 

Yani & Shani’s 

Rainy Day, $15, 

kifanipress

.com; Secret 

Garden gift set 

for kids, $39, 

hgillerman

organics.com.

GOOGLE 
Chromebook 

flip laptop, $249, 

store.google

.com.

FISHER-PRICE 
Imaginext Ultra 

T-Rex, $80, 

walmart.com.

KIDS & 
TWEENS

MY LIFE AS
18-inch African-

American schoolgirl 

doll, $28, Walmart. 

DEXTON KIDS
Mercedes-Benz 

S-Klasse battery-

powered car, 

$400, saks.com. 

NANA’S BEARZ BY 
SUSAN RUTLAND 
custom handmade 

bear, $30, 

nanasbearz.com. 

KATE 
SPADE
Emoji pavé 

necklace, 

$68, 

blooming 

dales.com.

BLACK 
OWNED
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HOLIDAY 
HIT LIST
Nothing makes 

the season brighter 

than stepping out 

in the latest styles. 

So go ahead, 

make your holidays 

fashion-forward with 

DSW. Spend a Little. 

Give a Lot.

ADVERTISEMENT

WALK TALL 
Equestrian-style boots are 
still trending, so add an 
over-the-knee edge to this 
elegant style to make it your 
own, perfect over leggings 
or with a chic mini-dress.

MADDEN GIRL PARKER, 
$79.95 COMPARE AT $100

SHINE ON 
Every girls needs some 
December sparkle and 
these party-ready sequin 
stilettos deliver, they’re 
made for an LBD or even 
distressed denim.

KELLY & KATIE MERIS, 
$39.95 COMPARE AT $65

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

HOSTS & 
HOSTESSES
...WILL OOH AND AH OVER 
THESE UNIQUE TREATS 

PADDY-
WAX
ECO 

Green 

hand 

washes, 

$19 each, 

paddy 

wax.com.  

RABBIT
bar tool 

set, $40, 

metro 

kane.com.  

CARIBPOLITAN tea towel, 

$20, iamcaribbeing.com.

PAPER CULTURE 
personalized kublets, 

$25 for set of three; coasters, 

$25 for set of 12; and Memory Game, 

$25, paperculture.com.

MAGNIFIQUE foil-pressed art print by 

Marabou Design, $34 (unframed), minted.com.

BLACK 
DESIGNER

BLACK 
OWNED
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‘90S REDUX
Chunky, lace-up boots 
reminiscent of grunge 
go glam with a stacked 
heel in burgundy leather, 
ideal with black tights and 
dresses or wide-leg pants.

MIX NO. 6 ELISABET, 
$59.95 COMPARE AT $80

BOOTIE BOOM
Put a twist on traditional 
ankle-booties with quilted 
and studded details in a pretty 
navy hue, slip them on with a 
pencil skirt or some fab fl ares.

ADDRIENNE VITTADINI PELLI, 
$69.95 COMPARE AT $129

ALL THAT GLITTERS
Deck the halls for every 
festive fête in a totally 
decked out statement 
piece, it instantly glams 
up any look from a 
simple white tee to a 
full-length maxi.

ONE WINK NECKLACE,
$29.95 COMPARE AT $60

ANTICA FARMACISTA Home Ambiance 

Difuser Trio, $64, spacenk.com. 

NATE BERKUS AT TARGET
metallic plaid bowls, $25 for 
set of four, target.com. 

TONYA’S
COOKIES, 

$9 per flavor, 

tonyascookies.com.

LILLIE’S Q Barbeque sauce and rubs gift 
set, $40, lilliesq.com/our-sauces.

BOOK 
Vintage 

Black 

Glamour by 

Nichelle 

Gainer, $49, 

vintageblack

glamour

book.com. 

SHARON JONES & THE DAP 
KINGS It’s a Holiday Soul Party

(Daptone), $15 for CD/$10 for 

digital, amazon.com.

BOLÉ ROAD sunflower throw, $175, 

boleroadtextiles.com.

BLACK CARD 
REVOKED
card game, 
$14, cardsforall
people.com.

FORMULARY 55 shea butter 

moisturizing soaps, $9 each, 

figandyarrow.com.

BLACK 
AUTHOR

BLACK 
OWNED

BLACK 
OWNED

BLACK 
OWNED
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HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

COLLECTION BY 
MICHAEL STRAHAN 

pin-dot suspenders, $28; 

rhodium-plated and warped 

rectangular cuf  links, $38, 

jcpenney.com. 

CB2 in collaboration with 

Kravitz Design by Lenny 

Kravitz pillows, $60 

and $35, cb2.com.

STANCE 
“Candy Bar 

Pink” socks by 

Rihanna, $24, 

stance.com.  

ALEXIS BITTAR
“Miss Havisham” 

 earrings, $395, 

saks.com; crystal 

necklace, $595, at 

select Saks stores.

CELEB 
COLLABS
...TO LEAVE THEM 
STARRY-EYED

MCM 

“Munich Lion Coated” canvas 
backpack, $1,295, saks.com.

DEBORAH LIPPMANN Empire Collection 

nail polish, $24 each, sephora.com

Lenny 

Kravitz

Rihanna

Michael 

Strahan

Empire

cast

COWBOY UP 
Country goes all out 
couture for a fun, flirty 
look designed to get  
you noticed, rock these 
boots with a full skirt or 

skinnies so they pop.

NOT RATED TECHO, 
$74.95 COMPARE AT $95

WINTER SPORTS
Warm up to high-tops, 
the fur lining means you 
can keep your sporty 
style through the winter, 
pair with rolled jeans or 
a fit and flare dress.

NIKE PRIMO COURT  
MID SUEDE WTR

ULTIMATE ACCENT  
Gold and black is the 
IT combo this season 
and this beaded clutch 
brings the hot trend 
to any outfit, try it for a 
girls night out or even  
a day of shopping.

DEUX LUX, $39.95  
COMPARE AT $80
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$13995

COMPARE AT $180

FERGIE LILLITH LEATHER BOOT

SHOE LOVER – NOT MODEL







E!’S FIRST HOUSE OF DVF WINNER 
SHARES HER STYLE SECRETS, ALONG 
WITH SOME SOUND ADVICE ON HOW 
TO SUCCEED IN THE FASHION BUSINESS
BY PAMELA EDWARDS CHRISTIANI

It Girl

BRITTANY 
HAMPTON

ESSENCE: Since your big win on the first season of 
House of DVF, how has your life changed the most?
BRITTANY HAMPTON: The traveling has been remark-

able. I’ve visited France, England, Germany, Singapore 

and Thailand. The most gratifying part of the 

experience is knowing I made an impact on the 

young women I met in all those countries. 

ESSENCE: Any advice for young women of 
color on how to break into the fashion industry?
B.H.: Let your guard down, embrace your color, 

culture and ideas, and let that be what carries you. 

ESSENCE: What do you want for the next phase 
of your career?
B.H.: I’d like to continue to be a creative influencer 

through fashion. My goal is to have a brand I can 

call my own, with a ready-to-wear line for both 

women and men. 

ESSENCE: Before DVF you were a stylist at 
Nickelodeon. What was that like? 
B.H.: As the head stylist at Nick, I really got to 

challenge my artistic side. The talent across the board 

gave me great insight into understanding consumers. 

It was all about figuring out what the actors wanted 

and needed to be confident. 

ESSENCE: Your personal style staples? 
B.H.: My DVF Arabella jumpsuit, a leather jacket 

with cool detailing, low-heel boots and 

my Jimmy Choo Marlins. I also keep 

getting compliments for my DVF 

Secret Agent handbag. Add 

a cute fur pom-pom to it and 

it’s the definition of me!

ESSENCE: What’s in your 
makeup bag right now?
B.H.: Kiehl’s tinted BB Cream, 

Victoria’s Secret Beauty Rush 

flavored gloss, Anastasia 

Beverly Hills Brow Wiz Pencil 

and Oral-B Glide Floss. 

STYLE : STREET STYLE

HER INSTA-LIFE!

Elegant in black 
during New York 
Fashion Week

KIEHL’S Skin 
Tone Correcting 
& Beautifying 
BB Cream, $37, 
kiehls.com. 

Follow Brittany on Instagram @bhampton.

DIANE VON 
FURSTENBERG 
Belted Jumpsuit, 
$760, farfetch.com. 

JIMMY CHOO 
“Marlin” Booties, 
$1,050, select 
Jimmy Choo stores. 

Perseverance 

prevailed.

DIANE VON 
FURSTENBERG 
“Secret Agent” Tote, 
$498, dvf.com. 

Having a 
good year

Boston selfie

Fit for 
prints

All smiles
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TACORI.COM



mbib.com

Look for the 
new MBIB 
seal in-store 
with select 
products.

THIS SEAL 

TAKES THE WONDER OUT 

OF WHETHER IT WORKS

FOR OUR HAIR. 

We had members of our My Black is Beautiful community 

try and test every product that’s associated with this seal. 

So, when you pick up a product endorsed by this seal, trust 

that it was approved for you by women, like you.  

© 2015 P&G



BEAUTY

PREP FOR A MARATHON OF 
HOLIDAY FETES WITH A CELEB-

INSPIRED MAKEUP LOOK
BY NYKIA SPRADLEY 

Festively 
Fierce

To complement Ciara’s edgy bob, makeup artist Yolonda 
Frederick went with a structured eye. She applied wispy 

false lashes, then loaded them up with MAC Studio Sculpt 
Superblack Lash Mascara ($17, maccosmetics.com). Next 

she top-lined Ciara’s lids with the Ardency Inn Punker 
Eyeliner ($19, ardencyinnstore.com). “I always begin by draw-

ing a line from the outside corner of the eye angled upward 
to the exact spot I want my wing to stop,” says Frederick. 

“I then go to the inside corner, bring the liner up to meet my 
mark and fill in the triangle. This works perfectly for me.”

SHARP LINES
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SOFT
PINK LIPS ARE FAR 

FROM BORING. 
LAYER TWO ROSY 
SHADES TO HELP 

PUMP UP PASTELS 

HOW-TO

Chanel Rouge 
Allure Velvet 

Luminous Matte 
Lip Colour

 in L’Eclatante 
($36, chanel.com) 

Chanel Rouge Allure 
Luminous Intense Lip 
Colour in Extatique 
($36, chanel.com) 

Makeup ace Robert Sesnek opted for the 

simplicity of a pink lip for Grace Gealey. He 

applied Chanel Rouge Allure in Extatique, 

then Chanel Rouge Allure Velvet in 

L’Eclatante, which is a bit more vibrant. “On 

deeper skin tones, going warmer and brighter 

when doing nude or pink lips tends to look 

best,” says Sesnek. And the finish matters, too: 

“A subtle gloss looks good on everybody.” 

On deeper 
skin tones, 
go warmer 

and brighter 
when wearing 

pink lips.”—ROBERT SESNEK 

BEAUTY : HOLIDAY GLAM
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SEPHORA COLLECTION Cream Lip Stain in Always Red $14 Exclusive. 

Celebrate in beauty: This bestselling red liquid lipstick flatters every skintone and is sure to make a lasting impression.

Toast the season with an iconic red

SEPHORA.COM

Oh what fun!



BEAUTY : HOLIDAY GLAM

SPICY
A FIERY RED LIP 

AND BROWN SMOKY 
EYE, INSTEAD OF 

CLASSIC BLACK, ARE 
A FRESH PARTY PAIR

HOW-TO
MAC 

Cosmetics 
Lip Pencil in 
Cherry ($17, 

maccosmetics.
com) 

Jefree Star
Velour Liquid 

Lipstick in Redrum 
($18, jefreestar
cosmetics.com)

“It takes a woman who’s fierce, secure 

and confident to pull of this look,” says 

makeup whiz Renny Vasquez, who

crafted it for Gabrielle Union. The focus 

is a vivid kisser. Vasquez lined the lips with 

a pencil, then filled them in with a liquid 

lipstick. “This red is perfect for most 

brown skin tones because it’s really 

neutral—not too blue or orange” he says. 

This red is 
perfect for most 

brown skin tones. 
It’s not too blue 

or orange.”—RENNY VASQUEZ
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The Jamaican Black Castor Oil Collection

Perfect for dry or damaged, treated or natural, straight 
or curly, extended or braided, chemically-processed or 

color-treated hair. Everybody gets love.
 

Made with traditional, restoring Jamaican Black Castor Oil, 
hydrating Shea Butter and clarifying Apple Cider Vinegar. 

Remedies loved and trusted by generations of women.

STRENGTHEN, GROW, RESTORE.

NATURAL THERAPY FOR ALL. 

SheaMoisture.com



BEAUTY : HOLIDAY GLAM

Don’t be 
afraid of 

drugstore 
brands. I still 

use them.”—KAT GRAHAM

SULTRY
KAT GRAHAM PUT 

THIS GORGEOUS COPPER 
EYE AND COGNAC 

LIP COMBO TOGETHER 
(BY HERSELF) IN TEN 

MINUTES—IMPRESSIVE! 

HOW-TO
Taking cues from the pros over the years, 

actress–model Graham picked up a few 

tips and tricks to become her own 

makeup master. For this pairing, she 

used a Wet N Wild eye shadow palette 

and deep wine lipstick by the same line. 

“Don’t be afraid of drugstore brands. I 

still use them, and I mix them in with 

diferent things,” she says. 

Wet N Wild Color 
Icon Eyeshadow 

Trio in I’m Getting 
Sunburned 

($4, drugstores) 

Wet N Wild 
Silk Finish 
Lipstick in Dark 
Wine ($1, 
drugstores) 
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Join the movement to reimagine High School

and change the future of American education.

XQsuperschool.org

#RethinkHighSchool



3

31
1

8

BEAUTY : SPECIAL

DAYS 
OF BLACK 
BEAUTY
OUR FAVORITE GIFTS 
FOR EVERYONE 
ON YOUR LIST! 

The Art of 
Shaving Vetiver 

Soap on a Rope ($25, 
theartofshaving.com)

Smith & Cult 
Holiday Kit 1 ($54 
for nail polish trio, 
neimanmarcus.com) 

Charlotte 
Tilbury Lipstick 

Wardrobe 
($305, Nordstrom) 

1312 Kilian The 
Scented Tassel 

($185, Saks 
Fifth 

Avenue) 

Victoria’s Secret Bombshell 
Luxe Limited Edition Eau de Parfum 
($250, victoriassecret.com)

L’Occitane
& Pierre Herme 
Travel Set ($25, 
usa.loccitane
.com for info) 

Diptyque 
Limited Edition 
Liquidambar Candle 
($70, Nordstrom) 

Dior Men’s Sauvage 
Eau de Toilette ($89, 

3.4 oz, dior.com) 

11 Smashbox Art. Love. Color. Master 
Class Palette for Eyes and Cheeks 
($65, Sephora) 

By Terry
Baume de Rose Trio Deluxe 
($339, b-glowing.com for info)

Dr. Jart+ The Book 
of Masks ($39 for 
8-pack, sephora.com) 

Stila Eternally Yours 
Liquid Lipstick Set 
($39, sephora.com)

Clarisonic Alpha 
Fit for Men ($189, 
clarisonic.com)

Nest Fragrances 
Midnight Fleur 
Eau de Parfum 
($120, Sephora)

The Body Shop Modern Gent’s Kistna 
Fragrance Kit ($39, thebodyshop-usa.com 
for info) 

5

14
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30

21

25

24

Acqua di Parma 
Collezione Murano 
Candela Benzoino 
Candle ($172, 
Bloomingdale’s) 

Tom Ford Signature 
Black Orchid Eau de 
Toilette ($98, 50 ml, 
tomford.com) 

SK-II 
Limited 
Edition 
Facial 
Treatment 
Essence 
in Perse-
verance 
($229, 
sk-II.com) 

Givenchy 
L’Atelier 
Cofret Eau 
de Parfum 
Set ($140, 
Saks Fifth 
Avenue) 

27
Lanvin Éclat 
d’Arpège 
Eyes on 
You Eau de 
Parfum, 
$82, 
Nordstrom) 

Formula X 
Bottle 

Service 
10-Piece 
Mini Nail 

Polish 
Set ($37, 
sephora

.com 
for info) 

Molton Brown 
Signature Washes 
for Him ($75, 
moltonbrown.com 
for info)

Jo Malone London Advent Calendar ($430, jomalone.com for info)

Marc Jacobs 
Ski-Liner Petites 
Highliner 
Collection ($48, 
marcjacobs
beauty.com)

28

Nars Steven 
Klein An 
Abnormal 
Female Lip 
Pencil Cofret 
($65, nars
cosmetics.com) 

Lip Smacker Holiday Candy 
Collection in Pink ($8, Target) 

19
Shu 
Uemura 
x Maison 
Kitsuné 
Ultime8 
Sublime 
Cleansing 
Oil ($42, 
150 ml, 
shuuemura-
usa.com) 

Miu Miu Eau de Parfum 
($86, Neiman Marcus) 

18

Tarte Stroke of 
Midnight Brush 
Set & Travel Case 
($44, Sephora) 

Urban Decay 
Vice4 Eyeshadow 
Palette ($60, 
urbandecay.com)

23

BEAUTY : SPECIAL

Ren Moroccan 
Rose Experience Gift 
Set ($80, spacenk.com)

20

EXCLUSIVE
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Chief Albert Luthuli, Zulu Tribal Chief
                  1936-1967 (Durban)

Contact SAA VACATIONS, book now and receive a 10% DISCOUNT

Email: bookings@flysaavacations.com 
Web: www.flysaavacations.com 
Tel: +1 855 359 7228

Discount code: ‘eye to eye’



10 UNDER $10

1. Sephora Collection Jingle & Mingle Hair Barrette ($9 for 2-pack, sephora.com). 2. Essie Nail Lacquer in Ignite the Night ($8.50, essie.com). 3. Bath 
& Body Works Vanilla Bean Noel PocketBac Hand Sanitizer ($1.75, Bath & Body Works). 4. Demeter Fragrance Library Christmas in New York Mini 
Cologne Splash ($6, .5 oz, demeterfragrance.com). 5. Philosophy Peppermint Stick Ornament Shower Gel ($8, philosophy.com). 6. Crabtree & Evelyn 
Hand Therapy Crackers ($9 each, crabtree-evelyn.com). 7. e.l.f. Essential 5-Piece Shimmer Eyeliner Set ($5, elfcosmetics.com). 8. Voluspa Vermeil
Mini Tin Candle ($4.50, voluspa.com). 9. Axe Apollo Gift Pack ($9.99, Walmart). 10. London Soho New York Cat-Titude Case ($9.99, Target). 

’TIS THE SEASON FOR GIVING! THESE BEAUTY 
AND GROOMING STOCKING STUFFERS ARE SURE 
TO PLEASE  BY ANDREA JORDAN

BEAUTY : ON A BUDGET 2.

FOR THE
GLITZY 
SISTER

3.
FOR THE 

HYGIENE
DEVOTEE

7. FOR THE GLAM STAR

8.
FOR THE
AROMATHERAPY 
ENTHUSIAST

1.
FOR THE
MANE MAVEN

6.
FOR THE
SKIN CARE 
BUFF

9. 
FOR THE
SAVVY GENT

10.
FOR THE

STYLISH 
ORGANIZER

5.
FOR THE 

YOUNG AT 
HEART

4.
FOR THE
SCENT
LOVER
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Copyright ©2015 Time Inc.

News, tips, reviews and exclusives from top industry  

editors and bloggers. Join MIMI and join something beautiful!

From the publishers of

your daily beauty ritual
mimichatter.com     @mimichatter



GfK, 2014

Dermatologist

Recommended

for Scars and

Stretch Marks.

“I had a bad fall and ended up with a large cut along my shin 
bone. I like to wear skirts and dresses so I was worried about 
having a scar in such a noticeable place. Just as the wound was 
healing, I read an article in a magazine in which a celebrity 
swore by Bio-Oil. I was skeptical, but I thought it was worth a 
try. I faithfully followed the directions for using Bio-Oil, and 
my scar is now less noticeable. I feel confident wearing skirts 
and dresses again, and I have Bio-Oil to thank!” Gwen Streeter

Bio-Oil® is a specialist skincare product formulated to help improve the appearance of scars, stretch marks and uneven skin tone. Its unique formulation, which contains the breakthrough 
ingredient PurCellin Oil™, is also highly effective for aging and dehydrated skin. For comprehensive product information please visit bio-oil.com. Bio-Oil is available at pharmacies and 
selected retailers at the recommended selling price of $11.99 (2fl.oz.). Individual results will vary.



HAIR

HAIR ARTIST 
CHUCK AMOS SHOWS

 US HOW TO STEAL SOME 
STYLE INSPIRATION 

FROM HOLIDAY DECOR
BY NYKIA SPRADLEY 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY 
TAKAHIRO OGAWA

BELLE OF THE BALL
This intricate updo is dramatically 

elegant. Amos stacked orbs of 
curly hair, made to mimic round 

ornaments, into a textured beehive. 
Don’t worry about it being perfectly 

symmetrical: A mix of sphere sizes 
gives the look visual interest. “Brush 

your curls out first so that you 
get the texture,” says Amos. 

he 
Art of 

Hair
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HAIR : HOLIDAY DOS

COMING 
UP ROSES
If you aren’t into hair 

accessories, using 
your own strands as a 

decorative accent is a fun 
alternative. Amos turned 

a simple braid into a floral 
masterpiece. And by 

keeping the focus on one 
large flower, styled to the 

side, he instantly upped 
the playfulness of the 

look. Try a low floral 
chignon close 

to the nape for 
a more formal 

evening afair. 
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HAIR : HOLIDAY DOS

POMP 
ADORN
We’ve seen plenty of 
faux hawks, but what 
makes this version stand 
out is the mix of textures. 
Amos sectioned hair 
into ponytails, leaving 
the parts along the side 
visible and intentionally 
uneven to play up the 
edginess of the style. 
He then slicked the sides 
of the hair before teasing 
the ponies and rolling 
them into bubbles that 
run down the center of 
the head. Use a gel or 
cream at the roots and 
along the edges to 
create a nice, tight base 
that coolly contrasts 
the loose, textured 
pom-poms. “Style the 
top any way you want 
to express yourself
in the front,” 
says Amos. 
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INTRODUCING

 

Soulful. Colorful. Beautiful. 

Your beauty is unique. Your beauty products should be too.

Introducing the first-ever collection of beauty products curated just for women of color  

by the experts at ESSENCE® and delivered right to your door every month. 

From hair and nail care to makeup and fragrance, finally a get-gorgeous tool kit that  

celebrates everything that’s unique about you. Featuring top prestige favorites  

and independent beauty brands we love—each month brings the very best in beauty.

To join, visit EssenceBeautyBox.com/essence

@essencebeautybox @essencebox@essencebeautybox #EssenceBeauty

QUANTITIES  
ARE LIMITED.

RESERVE YOUR  
ESSENCE®  

BEAUTYBOXTM  
TODAY!

©2015 Time Inc. ESSENCE is a registered trademark and ESSENCE BEAUTYBOX is a trademark of Essence Communications Inc., in the U.S. and other countries.

15AEBIAJ



SIDE

BACK

HAIR : HOLIDAY DOS

THAT’S A 
WRAP!

Headed to a party?
Those perfectly wrapped 

presents under the tree 
will have nothing on this 

statement do. This look is 
easiest to achieve with 
smooth hair. If the size 

of the bow is a little 
intimidating, Amos 

suggests practicing with 
smaller ones. Also keep in 
mind that you don’t need 
superlong strands to pull 

this of. If you can loop 
your hair into a pony and 

still have enough length 
left to wrap around, you 

can make a bow. 
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1.866.MOBILITY  |  att.com/iPhone  |  Visit a Store 

Signal Strength: Claim based ONLY on avg. 4G LTE signal strength for national carriers. LTE is a trademark of ETSI. 4G LTE not avail. everywhere. ©2015 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T and the Globe logo are 
registered trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property. All other marks are the property of their respective owners. Apple, the Apple logo, and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

The new iPhone is here. 
And only AT&T gives you the network 

with the nation’s strongest 4G LTE signal.

With 3D Touch, Live Photos, 7000 series aluminum, A9 chip, 

advanced cameras, a Retina HD display, and so much more, you’ll 

see how the only thing that’s changed is everything.



ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK’S 
DANIELLE BROOKS TAKES 

CENTER STAGE IN THE COLOR
PURPLE: THE MUSICAL

BY CLOVER HOPE

BROADWAY’S 
NEW BLOOM

rom the time she was a 

little girl, Danielle Brooks 

envisioned herself on 

Broadway. Now, the 26-year-

old actress who regularly 

thrills us as Taystee on Orange 

Is the New Black is embody-

ing a role she craved—she 

stars as Sofia in the revival of 

The Color Purple: The Musical 

(opening December 10). “The 

theater is my playground,” 

says Brooks, fresh of 

getting measurements for 

her wig and wardrobe. 

“The kid in me gets to live.” 

Working alongside 

Jennifer Hudson (Shug) 

and Cynthia Erivo (Celie), 

fellow rookies on the Great 

White Way, Brooks says Alice 

Walker’s familial tale of 

Black womanhood is 

close to her heart: 

“This play is so 

grounded in spiritu-

ality.” And she has 

fully embraced the 

challenge of filling 

Oprah Winfrey’s epic 

shoes as Sofia. “This role 

is teaching me to be 

who you are and 

to be bold in that.”

SCENE

F
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3. The Dormtainment Podcast
Issa Rae is a big fan of this riotous group of guys who’ll remind you of your college days.

2. Denzel Is the 
Greatest Actor 
of All Time Period
Silly never sounded 
smarter than with Kevin 
Avery and W. Kamau Bell.

SCENE : ENTERTAINMENT

Ten Podcasts 
Every Black 
Woman 
Should Hear
The term “podcasting” 
is ten years old, but 
lately the selection 
of voices of color 
has grown. 
Listen in on 
our new faves 
BY PENNY

WRENN

6. Myleik Teele’s Podcast
The founder of curlBOX dishes 
on being an entrepreneur 
while defining what it means 
to be a true hustler.

7. Friends Like Us
Comedian Marina Franklin 
insightfully discusses Black 
hair and why women don’t 
have to ask for permission.

9. Black Girls Talking
Dissect headlines, the so-called rules of 
feminism and the virtues of Drake with 
Alesia, Aurelia, Fatima and Ramou.

8. Bevy Says
Bravo’s former Fashion Queens
host Bevy Smith taps into her 
Rolodex to bring you people at 
the top of their game.

4. Another 
Round With 
Heben and
Tracy Get timely 
political discourse 
from these 
BuzzFeed editors. 

ESSENCE: What are your 
personal memories of the 
Rocky movies?
RYAN COOGLER: My dad 

and I would watch them 

when I was a kid. It became 

a bonding experience we 

shared before participating 

in sporting events.

ESSENCE: Michael B. Jordan starred in Fruitvale 

Station and now plays Apollo Creed’s son, Adonis Johnson. 
What was it like collaborating with him again?
COOGLER: It was like going to work with a great friend and 

teammate. Lots of filmmakers find themselves 

returning to a familiar formula, and I wanted to 

continue that success with Jordan. 

ESSENCE: Creed is a departure 
from Fruitvale Station. What are 
the similarities?
COOGLER: Both are domestic dramas 

centering around young men and 

their relationships. They both speak to 

issues afecting many men of color, 

and I hope Creed [in theaters Novem-

ber 25] can speak to a wider audience 

of people as well. —Tyrus Townsend

Coogler teams 
up again with 

actor Michael B. 
Jordan in Creed. 

1. Politini
Married pundits Aisha 
and Danielle Moodie-
Mills dissect “Poliwood” 
(the new D.C.). 

5. Call Your 
Girlfriend Real talk 
from Aminatou 
Sow and Ann 
Friedman is like 
hearing from your 
bestie who is 
miles away. 

10. The Read
Kid Fury and Crissle 
routinely “read” 
notable celebrities—
except Beyoncé. 

GOING THE DISTANCE FROM FRUITVALE STATION TO CREED, DIRECTOR RYAN 
COOGLER DELIVERS ANOTHER KNOCKOUT WITH THE LATEST INSTALLMENT IN THE ROCKY FRANCHISE
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Value-focused 
rankings

One-on-one 
expert advice

Financial 
tools

Customizable search 
of 700+ schools

Where should 
my kid go to college?

Get the answers with the MONEY College Planner™.

For $24.95 a year, the MONEY College Planner™ will help you fi nd the schools 
that your child will love and your fi nances can handle. Stress averted.

Visit money.com/collegeplanning to learn more.

The right school. The right price. The best value.
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he Best 
Books of 2015
THESE STANDOUTS ENLIGHTENED, 
ENTHRALLED AND ENTERTAINED US

SCENE : PATRIK’S PICKS

Follow ESSENCE Editorial Projects Director 
Patrik Henry Bass on Twitter @PATRIKSPICKS.

4 INSPIRATION
She’s back! Iyanla 

Vanzant, that is. While we 

glean wisdom from her hit 

TV show, OWN’s Iyanla: 

Fix My Life, I have been 

equally drawn to the 

motivational speaker’s 

books. Trust: Mastering 
the Four Essential Trusts
(Smiley, $24.99) is Iyanla 

at her best. You don’t 

just give away your trust 

to anyone, or so we’ve 

been told. Here the author 

demonstrates that one of 

the toughest battles we’ll 

face is trusting ourselves 

to make smart decisions to 

live an amazing life.

3FICTION
At 84, Nobel laureate 

Toni Morrison is writing 

at the height of her con-

siderable literary powers. 

In God Help the Child
(Knopf, $24.95), her first 

contemporary novel since 

1981’s Tar Baby (Plume), the 

author takes an open-eyed 

look into a disturbing is-

sue: childhood abuse and 

neglect. All the Morrison 

magic is here—heartbreak-

ing set pieces, her signature 

descriptive language, and 

unforgettable characters 

such as Bride, who is driven 

by childhood scars that 

take much time to heal.

1COMMENTARY
In a troubling year marked 

by an increase in police 

brutality and random acts 

of violence like 

the horrific 

shooting of 

The Charles-

ton Nine, 

Ta-Nehisi 

Coates’s 

Between the 
World and Me

(Spiegel & Grau, $24) is what 

we need to make sense of so 

much senselessness. Written 

as a letter to Coates’s son, this 

volume packs more into each 

elegantly written sentence 

than books triple in length. 

2HISTORY
If you haven’t read 

Emmett Till: The Murder 
That Shocked the World 
and Propelled the Civil 
Rights Movement (Univer-

sity Press of Mississippi, 

$45), please do so now. 

The price of the book is 

steep, but look at Devery 

S. Anderson’s remarkable 

account of this gruesome 

story as an investment. You 

may recall that between 

2004 and 2005, the FBI 

delved back into the 1955 

case and uncovered informa-

tion that had been hidden by 

White oicials who ruled the 

Jim Crow South. 

5LEADERSHIP
T.D. Jakes follows up Instinct (Faith-

Words), his mammoth 2014 smash, with 

Destiny (FaithWords, $25). It encourages 

us to tap into the GPS within to reach our 

greatest potential. Believing that, at our 

core, we can all achieve, Jakes gives us 

this powerful blueprint, which ofers prac-

tical tools to help us get out of our own 

way and stop sabotaging ourselves and start experiencing 

seasons of contentment, fulfillment and unbridled joy.

Patrik Henry Bass

6 ROMANCE 
Who writes about amour better than New York Times 

best-selling author Brenda Jackson? Proof needed? Pick 

up the un-put-downable A Lover’s Vow (Mira, $7.99). 

Continuing the successful Granger family series, 

this juicy read focuses on handsome Dalton 

Granger. The business mogul always gets 

what he wants except for the just-as-

stunning private investigator Jules Bradford. 

Does she finally give in to our hero? Of course. 

Will you smile at the end? Of course. 

1

2

4

5

6

Ta-Nehisi 
Coates

Iyanla 
Vanzant

Brenda 
Jackson

T.D. 
Jakes

3
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ADVERTISEMENT

Cozi is a 3-time

Mom’s Choice 

Award® Winner

GET IT FOR FREE AT COZI.COM

More holiday. Less madness.
Enjoy more holiday magic and less household chaos this 

season with Cozi, the must-have app for your family.

•   Keep track of everyone’s schedules, activities, and 
festivities, all in one place

•   Create and share lists in real time, from holiday to-do’s 
to grocery lists and gift ideas

•   Access and update from any mobile device or computer

in iTunes® and Google Play™

©2015 Cozi Inc. All Rights Reserved.
All referenced trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.



SCENE : PATRIK’S PICKS

10POLITICS
Since 1997, journalist April Ryan has covered 

the White House. In The Presidency in Black and 
White (Rowan & Littlefi eld, $24.95), the American 

 Urban Radio Networks staple takes us behind 

the scenes of the political epicenter  of the world. Ryan 

 of ers a  refreshing view of three presidents—

Bill  Clinton, George W. Bush and Barack Obama—

and adroitly looks at the surprising ways each leader 

handled or didn’t handle complex issues.

9CHILDREN’S LIT
Edwidge Danticat wrote two of the 

best books for young readers this year. I 

heartily recommended Untwine (Scho-

lastic Press), for ages 12 and up. Mama’s 
Nightingale (Dial, $17.99), the author’s 

second of ering, is a tender story about 

immigration and its impact on families. 

Vividly illustrated by Leslie Straub, 

Danticat’s tale  for ages 5 through 

8 charts the life of Saya, whose 

mother is sent to an immigration 

detention center.

7BIOGRAPHY
It’s hard to 

believe that Florynce 
“Flo” Kennedy
(The University of 

North Carolina Press, 

$30) is the fi rst biogra-

phy of the pioneering activist.  Sherie M. 

 Randolph proves she is more than up to 

the  challenge of bringing to life one of the 

most over-the-top and brilliant people in 

recent memory. Randolph moves beyond 

the bigness of Kennedy’s personality.

8  DEBUT NOVEL
The Turner House (Houghton 

Mi�  in Harcourt, $23), Angela Flounoy’s 

inaugural ef ort, has critics, including this 

one, raving. Set against the backdrop of 

Detroit’s economic collapse, it’s an ac-

count of a family that feels like your own, 

and you follow them as they face moral 

and fi nancial decisions you would 

hope you  never have to make. This 

bold saga does more to shed light 

on the crisis in the Motor City than 

any documentary or news  report.

Sherie M. 
Randolph

7

8

9

10

Edwidge 
Danticat

Blake, teenager, soccer player, 
heart recipient, with his mom, Robin

Imagine what you could make possible. 
          Go to organdonor.gov.

Blake 
His second chance at life 

made possible by an organ donor
Blake received his heart transplant when he was just two weeks 

old. Now, when his mother Robin watches Blake play soccer, she 

still marvels at the gift their family was given. You can be someone’s 

second chance, too. Sign up as an organ, eye, and tissue donor.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Health Resources and Services Administration
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ALL-ACCESS

PROMOTION

MUST-HAVE PRODUCTS LATEST EVENTS SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

Sign up today for our free ESSENCE® Access e-mail newsletter for exclusive o� ers and discounts, 
special event invitations, and sweepstakes/contests from ESSENCE® partners! 
www.essence.com/newsletter

JCPENNEY

Make style your own.  

At JCPenney, it’s how you put 

it together that sets you apart. 

Great styles for every body and 

every budget in sizes designed 

to let you be you.

jcp.com/worthington

LUNCHABLES NOW 
WITH 100% JUICE

LUNCHABLES with 100% Juice 

KABOBBLES. Lunchtime just got 

even more awesome. Because 

now you can let them mix up their 

favorite foods and give them 

the goodness of CAPRI SUN 

100% juice.

lunchables.com

Bio-Oil® is specifi cally 

formulated to help improve the 

appearance of scars, stretch 

marks, uneven skin tone, 

aging and dehydrated skin. It 

absorbs quickly and is suitable 

for sensitive skin. Bio-Oil® is 

available at leading retailers.

bio-oilusa.com

DERMATOLOGIST 
RECOMMENDED FOR 

SCARS AND 
STRETCH MARKS



know what’s a bigger taboo than being fat? Not wanting 

to get married.”

RULE #2: Say Yes to Taking Care of Yourself
How did Rhimes drop 117 pounds? In the book she shoots 

down any notion that she went on a fad diet or had weight 

loss surgery. She turned to her physician and said, “I don’t 

wanna be fat anymore. Help. Me.” Next Rhimes looked to 

trainer Jeanette Jenkins. She also said Yes to drinking 64 

ounces of water every day. No food was of-limits, but she 

maintained portion control and ate only what she craved. 

RULE #3: Say Yes to All Play and No Work Weekends
While saying Yes, Rhimes became extremely busy and a 

social butterfly. But the mother of three found her children 

were missing her. “I work because I like working,” she writes. 

“I am good at it, it works for me, it’s my comfort zone. 

Knowing, facing the fact that I was more comfortable on 

a soundstage than on a swing set was incredibly diicult to 

handle. It’s a diicult challenge for a hardworking, straight-A, 

obsessive perfectionist to leap into a lifestyle practice that 

requires everything to play.” But play she did, and she lived 

by her maxim of work-free Saturdays and Sundays unless 

there was an emergency or one of her shows was filming.

RULE #4: Say Yes to Your Awesomeness
At a media awards luncheon where Rhimes was being 

honored with other influential women, she noticed a 

pattern: Each woman, when her accolades were cited, 

either did a Me? or a nod or a nervous giggle. In her Year 

of Yes project, Rhimes was no longer having that per-

spective. She says you should own your accomplishments 

and take compliments. She said Yes to accepting “any and 

all acknowledgments of personal fabulous awesomeness 

with a clear, calm thank-you and a confident smile and 

nothing more.” 

RULE #5: Say Yes to Saying No
On the set of Scandal, Rhimes is the ultimate gladiator. 

At home? Not so much. In one of the most poignant and 

potent sections of the book, Rhimes discusses when one 

must say No to a friend. In the anecdote, she states how 

people make assumptions about her wealth. Rarely has 

a prominent person publicly shared the ways in which 

financial success does less to change you and is more 

about the people you surround yourself with. For Rhimes, 

the No gene wasn’t active in her early years of being one 

of Hollywood’s top creative talents, whose signing 

bonuses made the news. One friend in particular treated 

Rhimes as if the executive producer was a bank with 

endless withdrawals. In her journey to Yes, Rhimes gained 

greater clarity, and in finding her voice she said No to her 

friend’s request for money. Rhimes cautions that ending 

a friendship isn’t easy and that the key is realizing whether 

the person was ever a friend from the start. —P.H.B.

Shonda’s 
Rules
The most powerful woman in television 
stepped away from TV to pen Year of Yes
(Simon & Schuster, $24.99). Here are five 
things she discovered by saying Yes 
to nearly everything that once scared her 

RULE #1: Always Say Yes to You
Before her Year of Yes challenge, Rhimes was in a 

serious relationship with a man who adored her and her 

curves. Loved ones pushed the idea of marriage on her, 

but she was never excited about the thought of being 

a Mrs. She was also stressed out and often turned to 

food as an escape: “I am the fattest I have ever been. 

He doesn’t mind. He loves me. He’s an incredible human 

being. The more incredible he is, the more food I shove 

in my face hole. Everyone is happy I am with him.... Like 

my street value went up because a guy wanted me. You 

SCENE : BOOKS SPECIAL
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1
Mentors don’t look like me and 

the presidents here. They really are 

you. Because if you think of who your 

little cousin, your little brother, the 

neighbor down the street—who they’re 

looking up to—they’re actually looking 

up to you. You all are the coolest 

things in their world because y’all are 

the big kids. So realize that you have 

the potential to impact somebody 

in your community’s life. 

—First Lady Michelle Obama, to a group of high 
school students at a Reach Higher Initiative 

panel cohosted by ESSENCE last September

THINGS
WE’RE 

TALKING
ABOUT

10

THE YEAR 
IN MEMORABLE 

QUOTES

ISSUES
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ISSUES : POWERFUL VOICES

I won four Grand 
Slams in a row and got 
to the semis in another 
one, and I’ve done that 
twice. I mean, how many 
people have done that? 
So yeah, it wasn’t a loss 
for me; it was a win and 
a learning experience.
—Serena Williams, on her banner year 

despite losing at the U.S. Open

5
“If we want to honor the 
courage of those who 
marched that day, then all 

of us are called to possess their 
moral imagination. All of us will 
need to feel, as they did, the 
fierce urgency of now.”

—President Obama, at the 50th anniversary 
of the Selma march commemoration

6  
“If you want to enjoy 
our culture and our 
lifestyle, bond with 

us, dance with us, have fun 
with us, twerk with us, rap 
with us, then you should also 
want to know what affects 
us, what is bothering us, 
what we feel is unfair to us. 
You shouldn’t not want to 
know that.”

—Nicki Minaj, on cultural appropriation, 
to The New York Times Magazine

“Oftentimes 

the work of 

Black women 

has gotten 

erased from 

the civil rights 

struggle. There 

were Black 

men who 

participated in 

this action, but we thought that 

a Black woman would be a very 

strong symbol.”

—Bree Newsome, on the decision for her 
to remove the Confederate flag from the 

grounds of the South Carolina statehouse

The only thing that separates women 
of color from anyone else is opportunity. 
You cannot win an Emmy for roles 
that are simply not there. So here’s 
to all the writers…people who have 
redefined what it means to be beautiful, 
to be sexy, to be a leading woman, 
to be Black. 

—Viola Davis, accepting the 
Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama 

Series Award at the 67th annual Emmys

9

“Our demand 
is simple: Stop 
killing us.”

—Activist Johnetta Elzie, 
to The New York Times Magazine

We are glorious. 
We are majestic. 

We are gorgeous. 
And we 

are present.
—Ava DuVernay, at ESSENCE’s 

8th annual Black Women in 
Hollywood luncheon

10

“No matter 
where I am, 
no matter how 
many White 
people are in 
the room, I’m 
going to talk 
about being a 
Black ballerina 
and the Black 
ballerinas who 
have come 
before me.”

For the latest news, follow ESSENCE Features Editor 
Lauren N. Williams on Twitter @LAURNWILLIAMS.

—Misty Copeland, 
to ESSENCE
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POWER 
MONEY &

ENHANCE 
YOUR 

CAREER 
WITH TECH

CLUELESS ABOUT STEM? 
HERE’S HOW TO PARLAY YOUR 

EXISTING SKILLS INTO TECH GOLD 
BY JANELLE HARRIS

ILLUSTRATIONS BY NATALIA SANABRIA
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Twice as many tech 
company founders are 
older than 50 than are 

younger than 25. 

MONEY & POWER : TECH SMART

There’s a myth born of Silicon Valley’s 

invention-rich culture that innova-

tion is the exclusive property of young 

people. But the hero in every success 

story isn’t a twentysomething who cre-

ated a million-dollar Web business right 

out of college. In fact, a recent study 

concluded that twice as many tech 

company founders are older than 50 

than are younger than 25. 

As the projected retirement age for 

Americans continues to rise, from 60 

in 1995 to 66 in 2014, experienced Black 

women are setting new goals and ascend-

ing to greater professional accomplish-

ment. Some are launching businesses, 

while others are pushing for corporate 

achievement, but for both groups, trepi-

dation about technology is no longer an 

option, says 43-year-old Darlene Gillard,  

partner and partnership director at 

digitalundivided, a social enterprise com-

mitted to helping entrepreneurs of color 

build scalable and investable companies. 

Gillard started in fashion editorial, later 

established her own PR company (Gillard 

Jones Agency) and is now in her new 

role as a techie. Her first assignment in 

the field was baptism by fire: She had to 

produce Focus100, a conference for Black 

female thought leaders in the industry 

she was just learning. After a job well 

done, she cofounded digital

undivided in 2013. “My busi-

ness partner was already 

in tech and helped 

guide me through 

the transition period. 

She was my entry 

point [to the field],” 

she says. “Finding 

ainity groups and 

becoming part of the 

tech community is 

ideal for women of color 

echnology is pervasive, insistent and, without a doubt, necessary. As reported by 
U.S. News & World Report, by 2020, there will be some 10 million STEM job open-
ings. Even if you don’t want to pursue a career in science, technology, engineering 
or math, you’ll likely need to stay ahead of the STEM curve in your own industry. 
Here’s our guide to exploring these fields at any stage in life and in any capacity. 

in particular. They could also go to a 

colleague, friend, business associate or 

relative who’s in the field for advice.” 

DETERMINE WHAT’S EASIEST TO 
UNDERSTAND, AND BUILD ON IT.
“Whether it’s exploring the cloud, trying a 

new app or building a Web site for your 

business, figure out what’s most comfort-

able for you, and start there,” says Gillard. 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
ONLINE RESOURCES.

Free sites like khanacademy

.com and codeschool

.org and the low-cost 

udemy.com are assets 

to students of all 

ages. The self-paced 

tutorials take the 

intimidation out of 

the learning process. 

For a more intensive 

education, Hackbright 

Academy for women ofers 

full- and part-time tech and engineering 

programs. And organizations like Metis 

and Opportunity Fund earmark scholar-

ships for women and minorities interested 

in their coding boot camps.

NARROW YOUR FOCUS, THEN 
CONQUER YOUR GOAL.
Adding tech training to your arsenal 

can make your credentials shine even 

brighter. When Kimm D. Lett, 38, a former 

paralegal and research associate, left the 

legal field to follow her passion for digital 

media and advocacy, she also upgraded 

her tech savvy. “I knew learning HTML 

was necessary,” she says. So she took 

a webinar at Women Impacting Pub-

lic Policy and attended classes at New 

Organizing Institute in Washington, D.C. 

“Plus, I wanted to expand my résumé, 

since most positions in advocacy require 

at least basic knowledge.” Now a digital 

media strategist and consultant, Lett is 

using her tech skills to look for a position 

at an advocacy organization. 

T
TRANSFORMING 
INTO A MID-CAREER 
TECH MASTER

I knew 
learning 

HTML 
was 

necessary.”
—KIMM D. LETT
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“What’s great about STEM is that it’s 

rooted in discovery. Mistakes are pro-

moted as part of the learning process,” 

explains Felecia Hatcher, founder of 

Black Tech Week and Code Fever, a 

nonprofit that intersects technology 

and business to serve minority students 

in South Florida. 

NURTURE KIDS’ 
ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRITS EARLY.
“There is a saying that kids can 

legally start a business before they 

can legally work for someone, but 

there’s not enough conversation 

about kids and teens monetizing the 

skills they’re learning while they’re 

still young,” Hatcher says. Encour-

age your child to dream up inven-

tions, make app purchases, or enter 

youth tech and entrepreneurship 

competitions to give them a business 

platform (and a chance to make 

some money). 

PUSH EXPLORATION AT HOME.
Learning software programming 

languages like Scratch, Go and Alice 

is perfect for young beginners. “I love 

bubble.is, too,” Hatcher says of the Web 

and mobile application framework. “It’s a 

bit more robust, but it’s great for building 

apps around kids’ interests.”

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CHILD’S 
STEM EXPERIENCE.
Community and nonprofit organizations 

provide youth with informed experiences 

in tech, social entrepreneurism and philan-

thropy. Hack the Hood, for example, hires 

and trains young people of color to cre-

ate Web sites for small businesses in their 

communities. Others like Black Girls Code, 

Techbridge and Girl Scouts’ Imagine STEM 

are dedicated to cultivating and diversify-

ing girls’ participation in the field. 

Janelle Harris is a writer, editor and entre-

preneur in Washington, D.C.

Any career 
path can be 

enhanced 
with tech 

knowledge. 

Interest 
in science 
and math 

develops in 
elementary 

school. 

The largest generation in the work-

force, millennials are tech literate and 

perpetually plugged in. Jewel Burks, 

26, cofounder and CEO of Partpic, 

which produces an application that 

allows users to identify the replace-

ment parts for machines by snapping 

a photo, agrees that millennials’ 

solution-driven approach to business 

brings a fresh perspective. 

Burks believes that any career can be 

enhanced with tech knowledge. “Just like 

you’d be able to communicate with more 

people if you took the time to learn a new 

spoken language, coding can help you 

communicate with developers and engi-

neers,” she explains. “I learned the basics 

of HTML and CSS so I could better under-

stand the front-end developers I’d have to 

hire and be able to make simple fixes to 

our Web site without having to pay some-

one for every little change.” 

MAX OUT ON MEETUPS.
The value of networking cannot be 

overstated. Meetup.com is a hotbed of 

tech activity, from local Women Who 

Code meetings to HBCU hackathons 

that bring programmers and designers 

together. Gatherings like Tech808, 

a hip-hop-inspired entrepreneurship 

conference, and Platform Summit, which 

unifies thinkers and doers from underrep-

resented groups in the industry, are other 

platforms that foster critical relationships.

BE SELF-SERVING WITH YOUR 
ONLINE TIME. 
The cool thing about social media is that 

it’s easier than ever to establish your-

self as a thought leader in your field, 

says Burks. Use live broadcasting apps 

Periscope or Medium (a blog publish-

ing platform) to create a central hub for 

BECOMING AN
ENTERPRISING MILLENNIAL

RAISING A 
STEM-SAVVY STUDENT

your postings. “Given that the content 

is appropriate, you can add links to your 

résumé to display this work to potential 

employers,” Burks adds. That is especially 

helpful if you don’t have a portfolio yet.

TAP INTO THE RIGHT RESOURCES.
Organizations such as Code2040 assist 

young Black and Latino folks in getting 

into the tech game. The fellowship pro-

gram helps students find summer jobs 

in Silicon Valley and San Francisco and 

partners with tech companies to assist 

them in hiring diverse talent. You can 

also find grants for work that incorpo-

rates tech via databases like Foundation 

Grants to Individuals Online. 

Students who regularly participate in 

STEM-focused after-school programs 

demonstrate heightened critical think-

ing, methodical problem-solving and 

excellent comprehension, according to 

a Noyce Foundation study. 

MONEY & POWER : TECH SMART
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AGENT 
PROVOCATEUR
Naomie wears a 
Blumarine jumpsuit, 
Cristina Ortiz necklace 
and Jimmy Choo heels. 
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NAOMIE HARRIS LOVES GOING AGAINST THE GRAIN. THE BRITISH 

ACTRESS DIDN’T LET HER HUMBLE BEGINNINGS STOP HER FROM 

TAKING HOLLYWOOD BY STORM. NOW BACK ON-SCREEN IN 007’S 

SPECTRE, SHE PROVES WHY WINNING AT LIFE IS THE ONLY WAY TO GO

 BY JESSICA HERNDON | PHOTOGRAPHY BY DENNIS LEUPOLD | FASHION EDITOR: JOIEE THORPE

BONDAMBITION



LADY OF 
MYSTERY

On Naomie: an Altuzzara 
dress and Suzanne Kalan 

necklace and ring. 



A 
s Naomie Harris prepared to take the 

podium during the ESSENCE Black 

Women in Hollywood pre-Oscars 

luncheon in 2013, her excitement turned 

to dismay when fellow honoree Gabrielle 

Union shut the house down with a raw 

confession. “I lived for the negativity inflicted on my sister 

actresses or anyone, I felt, whose shine diminished my own,” 

Union divulged. “I took joy in people’s pain, and I tap-danced 

on their misery…. Real fearless and fierce women admit 

mistakes, and they work to correct them.” 

“Gabrielle’s speech was so phenomenal, so real and so 

personal,” recalls Harris. “I was in tears.” The British actress 

of Jamaican-Trinidadian descent was so moved that she 

decided to nix the polite spiel she had prepared, as her 

words seemed to be “a bit of BS, really,” she says, her English 

accent heavy. “It’s not that it wasn’t from the heart, but it 

wasn’t entirely about the fact that no matter what level you 

get to, you’re still struggling. I didn’t want to get up there 

and say, ‘Oh, things are so wonderful. My life is amazing.’ I 

wanted to be truthful.”

The truth was that despite starring in more than 20 films, 

including the hugely successful James Bond and Pirates of 

the Caribbean franchises, she still carries baggage from her 

past. Her parents, who were teens when they had her, split 

before she was born. She says she had contact with her dad 

only intermittently throughout her young life. “It’s a huge 

rejection not to be wanted by your father,” she says. To start 

repairing her childhood wounds, she embarked on an intense 

weeklong course last May. “The big issue for me is trust, that 

I’m not going to be abandoned.”

Now, things are much sweeter for the 39-year-old. Armed 

with plenty of confidence, she’s riding the wave of a fruitful 

2015: She starred in the boxing saga Southpaw, the thriller 

Our Kind of Traitor, and the latest Bond spectacle, Spectre (in 

theaters now), as the sharp and sexy Eve Moneypenny—a role 

she reprised after appearing in 2012’s Skyfall. “I’m at a point 

of being really open to wherever life leads me,” she says.

On the day we meet, Harris leads me to The Gourmandise 

School of Sweets and Savories in Santa Monica for a private 

cooking class. As we eye the menu, she ties an apron around 

her ridiculously petite waist and admits this is the first culinary 

class she’s ever taken. The actress is on a self-improvement 

kick that stretches beyond family troubles: She would love to 

be better in the kitchen. She says she dreams of whipping up a 

decadent meal just as her mother does. “I’m trying to step it 

up,” she says, while cautiously adding lemon and salt to the 

Romesco sauce we’re preparing. Perhaps if she’s successful, 

she’ll be allowed to help cook come Christmas instead of being 

left to wrap gifts. “My mom and stepdad throw a massive 

feast, but they keep me away from the kitchen because they 

don’t think I’m good enough.”

Catch her on a movie set and it’s a diferent story. Acting is 

what she is meant to do. “She’s got this range that’s impres-

sive—but without straining to impress,” says Alfre Woodard, 

who honored Harris at her annual Oscars Sistahs Soiree in 2014. 

“Naomie disappears into the moment to become a real person 

you believe no matter what character she’s playing. Even if it’s 

something fantastic like Moneypenny, where she’s strong, 

smart, beautiful. Or the role of the social worker in Southpaw, 

which was very hard to do because Jake [Gyllenhaal, who 

played a boxer] kicked ass! She pulls at your heartstrings.”

It’s this sincerity that fellow British actor David Oyelowo, 

who worked with Harris in TV dramas that aired in the U.K., 

lauds most. “There is a moment in the miniseries Small Island, 

where I’ve married her, and I’m expecting my due on our 

wedding night and I stand before her in all my glory. I had a 

patch keeping my dignity covered,” he says with a laugh. “Oh, 

my God, she was so mortified. What I love about her is her 

sweetness despite her being this sexy, beautiful woman. It 

always impresses me just how thorough she is. She is someone 

who leaves no stone unturned.”

Being assiduous is what makes Harris such a force on-

screen. But she also knows when to take a step back. After 

playing Winnie Mandela in 2013’s Mandela: Long Walk to 

Freedom, she says, “I didn’t want to go on any harrowing 

journeys. I was like, ‘As light as possible please.’ It had just 

been too dark, that character.... I did so much research to find 

her, and I obviously met her. I felt like she got under my skin 

in a way that no other character had, and that was great 

because I was able to channel her, and I’m really proud of my 

performance. But it also meant that it was diicult to let go of 

her.” So Harris took the lighthearted family route with her 

turn as she-wolf Nisha in Andy Serkis’s Jungle Book: Origins. 

“I got to run around on all fours and howl,” says Harris of the 

motion-capture film, slated to hit theaters in 2017. “It felt so 

liberating and was so much fun.”

She also took her current role in Spectre for the pure joy of 

it. “It’s completely amazing and life-changing,” she gushes. 

“It’s a franchise I grew up watching, and I never thought in a 

million years I would be part of it.” She’s proud to continue 

the tradition of strong Black female leads in Bond films, like 

Grace Jones and Halle Berry. “That’s incredible,” she adds, 

“and feels like such an achievement.”

Gone are the days when Harris was living on welfare while 

being raised in North London’s Finsbury Park by a teenage 

single mother. Determined to provide for her daughter, Harris’s 

mother eventually went to college. “We would come home and 

do our homework together,” remembers Harris, whose mom 

became a successful writer. “I grew up reading her scripts.”

By age 9, Harris was enrolled in the Anna Scher Theatre 

school and began booking TV roles. After studying social 

and political science at the University of Cambridge in 

England, she attended Bristol Old Vic Theatre School. “I 

always knew I was going to be an actress,” says the star, who 

still lives in North London. But after drama school, she went 

nine months without a gig before landing her breakout role in 

Danny Boyle’s 28 Days Later. “At the time I thought my life 

was coming to an end,” she recalls. “Looking back, it’s like, 

little did I know that that’s the life of being an actor.” Boyle’s 

2002 zombie horror film “changed everything,” she says. “I 

had agents from the U.S. coming over to the U.K. to sign 
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me, and I went of to do After the Sunset with Brett Ratner. 

Then my career just started from there.”

Roles in films like Miami Vice and Street Kings followed. 

While appearing in the National Theatre Live production of 

Frankenstein opposite Benedict Cumberbatch in 2011, Harris 

caught the eye of director Sam Mendes and casting director 

Debbie McWilliams. They ofered her the part in Skyfall. Daniel 

Craig, who has played James Bond in the last four 007 install-

ments, was one of her early champions. “I certainly didn’t need 

any encouragement for her to be cast,” he says. “I had admired 

Naomie’s work for a long time, and I knew that she would be 

perfect as Ms. Moneypenny. She has great integrity as an 

actress and a tremendous range. I always look forward to the 

days she’s on set. She is a consummate professional.”

Silenced were those who said she “shouldn’t be an actress 

because it’s such a precarious profession and you’ll never be 

able to make a living out of it,” Harris asserts. “But I’ve 

always followed my gut. I have to continue to do that because 

it’s always steered me right.”

At 38, she says her gut was telling her to deal with her father’s 

absence, which left her struggling with issues of abandonment. 

Her answer was the Hofman Process, which is a retreat program 

for people who feel stuck due to negative behaviors developed 

in childhood. “Some of the stuf happens when you’re so young, 

and you don’t even know what you’re missing out on,” says 

Harris. “You get into habits of relating that aren’t necessarily 

healthy. I just wanted to get that perspective of my childhood. 

You have to delve into the fire and experience and discover 

where an issue really lies and deal with it.”

These days the actress is “the happiest I’ve ever been,” she 

says. “I was able to reach a point of forgiveness for my father, 

which has been incredibly healing for me. I think the thing I 

was asking of my dad—to be able to father me at 18 years old—

he was not capable of doing. A big part of the healing experi-

ence was understanding where my dad came from. Now that 

I am older, I’m able to understand the decision my father made 

not to be part of my life when I was growing up. I have learned 

to put myself in his shoes and have empathy for his choice. There 

is no animosity between us.”

Has her relationship with her father afected how she dealt 

with men? “There were areas of damage I wanted to heal so I 

could have better relationships,” she says. “But every rela-

tionship is a reflection of your relationship with yourself. It’s 

never really about the other person.” While she’d rather not 

dive into the minutiae of her dating life, discussing men brings 

the sass—and a childlike giggle—out of the polished Brit. It’s 

no surprise the ability to commit is a trait she looks for, but 

she’s also into a straight-talkin’ fella. “Honesty is really hot as 

sh--!” she says.

Her desire to keep it real and continue on a path of self-

improvement is why she’ll remain such a dynamic artist. “I 

don’t quit,” says Harris, who could have easily thrown in the 

towel after feeling extremely lonely at Cambridge due to the 

lack of racial diversity. “In the U.K., race is very linked with 

class,” she says. “I’m from a working-class family. I was in an 

environment with people from privileged backgrounds. It was 

diicult to find ways to relate.” But she was determined to go 

the distance. “I wanted to achieve that degree, and I’m really 

proud of it,” she continues. “It’s important, as a Black woman, 

to have that. It puts out a good message and inspires young 

people. Where I come from, people don’t usually end up at 

Cambridge, but I did that. To be able to say that, you have to 

walk that.” Still, she acknowledges, “I’m in a process of growth 

for greater strength and connection to myself, but there’s still 

so much growing to do. I like to take a breath and ask, What do 

I feel inspired to do next? That’s how I do it.” 

UNDER 
SURVEILLANCE
Naomie wears a Marc 
Jacobs dress and Cristina 
Ortiz jewelry and holds a 
Jimmy Choo clutch. 
On him: Nick Graham
shirt and tie and Armani 
Collezioni pants.

Jessica Herndon (@SomeKind) is a Los Angeles writer. 

Her work has appeared in People and Nylon magazines 

and in the Associated Press.
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DRESSED 
TO  KILL

On Naomie: a Halston gown 
and Cristina Ortiz ring.

For clothing details, see 
Where to Buy.

Hair, Kim Kimble using 
Kim Kimble Beauty/SixK.LA. 
Makeup, Motoko. Manicure, 

Maya Apple. Prop stylist, 
Dorcia Kelley/kellemiles.com.

I’ve always 

followed my 

gut. I have to 

continue to do 

that because 

it’s always 

steered me 

right.” 



GiRLGiRL
PPAARR YYTT

EMBRACE YOUR INNER DIVA 

AND TURN UP THE GLAM FOR THE HOLIDAYS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY TAKAHIRO OGAWA  •  FASHION EDITOR: JOIEE THORPE
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Naeem Khan ostrich and coque 
feather jacket and embroidered 

leggings. Carole Shashona 
“Galaxy” earrings and “Heaven & 

Earth” black diamond ring. Melinda 
Maria “Cobra” ring. Ted Baker

London embellished clutch. Stuart 
Weitzman “Tynela” specchio heels. 



Tadashi Shoji “Anhinga” 
embroidered gown.
Melinda Maria “Stevie” 
pavé ring. Furla “Metropolis” 
mini cross-body bag.
Sophia Webster 
“Evangeline” crystal heels.
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Rachel Zoe fringe cardigan and 
minidress. Carole Shashona 

“Galaxy” earrings and 
"Meditation” and “Heaven & 

Earth” black diamond rings. 



Jill Stuart “Blaire” dress. 
Neely Phelan tassel 
earrings. Melinda Maria
“Cobra” ring. Reiss
“Xenia” Swarovski crystal 
ring. Gianvito Rossi
“Lea Cuissard” velvet 
thigh-high boots.



Sass & Bide “Golden River” 
dress. Jennifer Behr 
Swarovski pearl and silk 
ribbon headband. Reiss
“Xenia” Swarovski crystal ring. 
Melinda Maria “Cobra” ring. 
Gianvito Rossi “Lea Cuissard” 
bohemian fringe and lace 
booties. On table: Furla 
“Metropolis” mini cross-
body bag. Manolo Blahnik
“Nadira” satin heels. 

For details, see Where to Buy.

Hair, Derick Monroe. Makeup, 
Joy Fennell using Charlotte 
Tilbury/Cloutier Remix. 
Manicure, Casandra Lamar 
using Dior Vernis/Factory 
Downtown. Model, Adau 
Mornyang/Red NYC. 
Set design, Dorcia Kelley.
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JANUARY
It was a rough start to the New Year—

Bobbi Kristina Brown, the 21-year-old 

daughter of Whitney Houston and 

Bobby Brown, was found unconscious 

in a bathtub in her home. Things picked 

up when Uzo Aduba gave a tear-

inducing speech after she won a SAG 

Award for Outstanding Performance by 

a Female Actor in a Comedy Series, but 

then Madonna filled a rage hole in our 

hearts when she promoted her new 

album by Photoshopping ropes over 

the faces of the Reverend Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., and Nelson Mandela. 

Thankfully, we were able to hop of the 

emotional roller coaster when a little 

show called Empire premiered on Fox.

FEBRUARY
What was more surprising: the Acad-

emy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences failing to nominate a person 

of color for an Oscar in any of the act-

ing categories even though Selma

was eligible, Missy Elliott’s Super 

Bowl appearance, or the touching 

Black Lives Matter tribute during 

D’Angelo’s performance on Saturday 

Night Live? None of these. The big-

gest surprise was that Beyoncé 
launched a vegan meal delivery 

service. You can’t rule the world if 

you’re constantly full of cheese.

MARCH
The Transportation Security Adminis-

tration agreed to retrain agents on how 

to search Black women’s hair at air-

ports, so we could finally stop getting 

all up in our feelings every time we took 

a flight. Scandal’s “The Lawn Chair” epi-

sode focused on police brutality and 

simultaneously gave us a break from 

the Olivia/Fitz cycle of romantic vio-

lence. Black excellence was on full alert 

this month—Rihanna became the first 

Black ambassador of Dior, Jay Z 
launched the music streaming service 

Tidal, Kendrick Lamar released “To 

Pimp a Butterfly” and Tituss 
Burgess sang his way 

right into our hearts 

with a truly moving, 

ad-libbed song about 

wine on Unbreakable 

Kimmy Schmidt.

APRIL
When 25-year-

old Baltimore 

resident Fred-
die Gray died 

in police custody 

under suspicious 

circumstances, we 

were thrown into a 

tornado of disbelief 

and confusion about 

how and why this keeps happening. 

Eight days later, Loretta Lynch was 

finally sworn in as the first Black female 

U.S. Attorney General, and she made 

quick work of starting a civil rights 

probe into the case. Activist and Grey’s 

Anatomy actor Jesse Williams
prompted us to use broken heart emojis 

with his insightful tweets on the Black 

Lives Matter movement. Speaking of 

hearts, Ava DuVernay was honored by 

Barbie with her own doll, and actress 

Amandla Stenberg’s viral video about 

cultural appropriation turned us into 

clapping, hand-waving believers that 

children really are the future. We 

waved our hands in a diferent way 

when NeNe Leakes broke down in 

a flood of tears and left during the 

Real Housewives of Atlanta

reunion. Girl, bye.

MAY
Prince released a Fred-
die Gray tribute song 

and brought his Afro to 

Baltimore to headline the 

Rally 4 Peace benefit; 

Beyoncé and Nicki Minaj
released the “Feeling 

Myself” video on Tidal and 

wore matching outfits 

to their cheeseburger-

eating party. Queen 

A LOOK BACK AT THE YEAR IN BLACK CULTURE

THESE MOMENTS INSPIRED US, CRACKED US UP, DEVASTATED 
US AND LEFT US SCRATCHING OUR HEADS. REMINISCE WITH 
WRITER DANIELLE HENDERSON AS SHE DISSECTS 2015 ONE 
MONTH AT A TIME ILLUSTRATIONS BY GLEN HANSON
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Latifah blazed in 

Bessie, the HBO biop-

ic about legendary 

blues singer Bessie 
Smith. But the shining 

star of this month, this 

year and possibly this 

lifetime was 2-year-old 

Riley Curry, daughter 

of NBA MVP Stephen 
Curry of the Golden State 

Warriors, with her super-

cute antics at the Western 

Conference Finals press conferences. 

JUNE
Just in case we were worried that art 

doesn’t imitate life anymore, basketball 

stars and future soap opera cast mem-

bers Brittney Griner and Glory Johnson
had their marriage annulled within a 

month of walking down the aisle and in 

the midst of domestic violence claims. 

Johnson was pregnant with twins. Sean 
Combs was arrested and accused of 

assault after threatening his son’s foot-

ball coach with a kettlebell. Rachel 
Dolezal took Black Like Me a little too 

seriously: She had masqueraded as a 

Black woman for years and even be-

came president of her local NAACP 

chapter. When she got busted, the world 

was sent into a frenzy of discussion 

about what it means to be Black. The 

heartbreaking, racially motivated mas-

sacre at the Emanuel African Methodist 

Episcopal Church in Charleston, South 

Carolina, left us all in a daze. In response, 

Bree Newsome soared into history 

when she climbed a pole and removed 

the Confederate flag from the front of 

the South Carolina statehouse. Janet 
Jackson saw our Bat signal and sensed 

how much we needed her, so she re-

leased her first single in seven years, “No 

Sleeep,” shortly after she won the inau-

gural BET Ultimate Icon: Music Dance 

Visual Award.

JULY
The misery train went full steam ahead this 

month. Bobbi Kristina Brown died, and 

the #IfIDieInPoliceCustody hashtag gained 

traction when Sandra Bland was found 

hanged in her jail cell after being arrested 

for a minor traic violation. Key and Peele

decided to end their show, and a 

powerful New York magazine 

cover depicting 35 women 

who’ve accused Bill Cosby of 

sexual assault dropped shortly 

after court documents revealed 

Cosby admitted to drugging 

women. There was some injec-

tion of joy into our lives when 

Serena Williams won Wimble-

don, and Magic Mike XXL some-

how managed to make a movie 

about male strippers feel like a fem-

inist extravaganza, and even included 

Donald Glover’s soft-talking poetry 

disguised as rap.

AUGUST
Civil rights leader Julian Bond died at 

age 75, and Broadway star Kyle Jean-

Baptiste, the first Black actor to play 

the lead role in Les Misérables, lost his 

life at age 21 after falling from a fire 

escape. The N.W.A biopic Straight 

Outta Compton premiered to huge 

numbers; and even though the movie 

skipped over the terrible ways the 

group treated women, Dr. Dre apolo-

gized publicly to “the women that I’ve 
hurt.” Better 24 years late than never? 

A state of emergency was declared in 

Ferguson on the anniversary of Mike 
Brown’s death.

SEPTEMBER
Ta-Nehisi Coates revealed 

that he will write a Black 

Panther comic for 

Marvel, and then he 

won a MacArthur 

Genius grant. Kids, 

please remind your 

parents that comic 

books are not only 

good for you but could 

also one day help you 

land a grant for more 

than half a million dollars. 

Matt Damon earned the 

scorn of social media when he 

tried to explain diversity in Hollywood to 

Black movie producer E�e Brown. And 

our Ava DuVernay struck again with her 

Apple commercial featuring Kerry 
Washington, Mary J. Blige and Taraji P. 
Henson. Wasn’t it so much fun to see a 

group of carefree Black women cutting 

up and dancing around to an old-school 

mixtape? Grace Jones released a 

memoir, and Viola Davis gave an unbe-

lievable acceptance speech at the Emmys 

that brought people to their feet and 

Hollywood to its knees when she said, 

“The only thing that separates women of 

color from anyone else is opportunity.”

OCTOBER–
DECEMBER

These might be the months we all go 

into straight-up hibernation after looking 

back at all we’ve been through. Let’s 

keep the senseless killings and secret 

albums to a minimum—there’s a new 

Idris Elba movie available on Netflix. 

Danielle Henderson (@knottyyarn) is a New 

York City–based writer and the author of Feminist 

Ryan Gosling (Running Press). 

Janet Jackson saw our Bat signal 
and sensed how much we needed her.
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HOUSE
E

WITH THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
CYCLE WELL UNDER WAY, WE’VE HEARD 

FROM THE MOST VIABLE CANDIDATES ON 
BOTH SIDES OF THE AISLE. IN HER DEBUT 

COLUMN FOR ESSENCE, POLITICAL 
STRATEGIST DONNA BRAZILE GIVES HER 

ASSESSMENT OF WHERE THINGS STAND AND 
WHERE THEY’RE HEADED



DONALD TRUMP
MY TAKE: Trump’s pres-

ence among the Republican 

candidates has upended 

conventional wisdom. But his early 

success in the polls is just a symptom of 

the inner turmoil within the GOP that 

led to its chaotic search for a new 

speaker of the House after John 

Boehner’s sudden resignation in the 

fall. Boehner’s likely successor, Kevin 

McCarthy, withdrew his name from 

consideration, and Paul Ryan, another 

supposed favorite, hesitated for days 

before reluctantly agreeing to run. 

What’s more: The Tea Party now has 

enough votes to block anyone from 

becoming speaker. 

Trump, however, has exhibited a 

staying power that puts him in a 

diferent league from prior flavor-of-

the-month candidates, such as busi-

nessman Herman Cain or former 

Congresswoman Michele Bachmann. 

Trump knows how to work the media, 

and what he says—even his most outra-

geous declarations—resonates with a 

certain segment of the American popu-

lation. Still, he doesn’t have the full 

backing of the one person he needs in 

order to win: himself. His recent state-

ments about quitting if he’s not winning 

reveal a man who may no longer be 

having fun. And having fun is probably 

the real reason Trump is running in the 

first place. 

VERDICT: Trump simply doesn’t want 

the presidency—certainly not badly 

enough. He will eventually withdraw.

BEN CARSON
MY TAKE: Dr. Carson 

benefits from the anti-

establishment movement 

gripping the GOP base. But he lacks 

Trump’s bravado and bluster and will 

certainly wither under intense media 

scrutiny. His public utterances are often 

troublesome—and not just in a partisan 

politics kind of way. His assertion that 

the Oregon shooting victims should 

have bum-rushed the shooter, for 

example, was artless and bizarre. 

VERDICT: He’s a soft-spoken man, but 

once people really start listening to 

what he’s saying, they’ll tune him out. 

TED CRUZ
MY TAKE: Cruz’s game 

plan to stay in Trump’s 

shadow and gather up his 

supporters when he leaves is theoreti-

cally viable, but the Texas senator is 

too polarizing a figure to have a chance 

in a general election. He’s going after 

the far-right vote, but that doesn’t 

suice. GOP voters don’t like him 

enough to ignore that. 

VERDICT: Cruz—like John Kasich, 

Rand Paul, Mike Huckabee and Chris 

Christie—simply doesn’t have a shot. 

MARCO RUBIO
MY TAKE: In 2013, Florida 

senator Rubio proposed a 

reasonable and compre-

hensive immigration reform plan, and 

he has been paying for it ever since. 

Nonetheless, Rubio is still acceptable to 

a good chunk of the antiestablishment 

base—primarily because of his conser-

vative positions on health care, guns, 

abortion and more. He also has youth 

and charisma on his side. 

VERDICT: Rubio is the strongest 

option in terms of his appeal to all 

wings of the GOP. 

good candidate. He makes as many 

embarrassing gafes as Carson, and he 

looks like he’s having even less fun 

than Trump. Up to this point, Bush’s 

campaign has largely been reactive 

and reduced to a defense of his 

brother’s terms in the White House. 

Once seen as inevitable, he has been 

forced to focus much of his time 

responding to Trump’s jabs. Addition-

ally, Bush’s polling numbers are low, 

and he’s struggling.

VERDICT: Despite having a massive 

amount of money and being the estab-

lishment candidate, Bush isn’t getting 

the base to warm up to him, which 

does not bode well.

JEB BUSH
MY TAKE: Even with all his 

resources, the former 

Florida governor may be 

the establishment figure the Republi-

cans sacrifice to the political gods. His 

pedigree and dynastic ties epitomize 

everything the current GOP base 

despises. Thus far, he’s simply not a 

CARLY FIORINA
MY TAKE: Fiorina is another 

nonpolitician who’s riding 

the anti-Washington wave. 

She is in lockstep with the far right on 

health care (repeal Obamacare) but not 

on other issues, such as climate change. 

(She agrees that it is man-made: “A 

single nation acting alone can make no 

diference at all,” she has said.)

Fiorina will also likely collapse under 

close examination. Remember, she has 

a sketchy business record from her 

time as CEO of Hewlett-Packard. Her 

major accomplishment there, buying 

Compaq, was “a huge loser for HP 

shareholders,” Fortune reported. Such 

leadership snafus made it easy for Cali-

fornia senator Barbara Boxer to cudgel 

Fiorina in the 2010 Senate race. But 

Fiorina has had five years to hone 

her responses to those criticisms. It 

showed in her early debate perfor-

mance, particularly in her rejoinders 

to Trump. She is forceful and well-

spoken, and she may survive even with 

all her drawbacks.

VERDICT: Despite her flaws, she is the 

most realistic outsider candidate. 

MY PREDICTION: We will see a Rubio/Fiorina ticket. Having a woman and a Hispanic man will paper over the 

GOP’s severe demographics problem—not well enough, but it’s the only chance the party has. Both Rubio and 

Fiorina are very efective speakers (despite Rubio’s occasional cotton mouth), and that is absolutely essential. 

THE REPUBLICANS
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Donna Brazile
(@donna
brazile) is 
an author, an 
educator 
and a veteran 
political 
strategist. 
She contrib-
utes to ABC 
News and is a 
commentator 
on CNN. 
Brazile’s 
election 
coverage will 
appear in 
ESSENCE over 
the coming 
months.

HILLARY CLINTON
MY TAKE: Clinton has been 

dealing with all kinds of prob-

lems for several decades 

now. She seems to function best while 

under bombardment, but I can’t remem-

ber a time when she wasn’t being 

bombarded—from her days as first lady 

to her time in the Senate to her tenure as 

secretary of state. Fortunately for her, 

none of her opponents’ salvos packs any 

real punch. The controversy surround-

ing her e-mail server during her time as 

secretary of state has started to sound 

like the white noise of the right. 

Further, the Benghazi accusations 

are fading—if you don’t believe me, ask 

Kevin McCarthy. The once-favored heir 

to the House speakership publicly 

admitted that the Benghazi committee 

was focused on attacking Clinton. 

VERDICT: Clinton will ultimately prevail. 

MARTIN O’MALLEY
MY TAKE: O’Malley did better 

than expected in the first 

Democratic debate. The for-

mer Maryland governor has a good track 

record and an earnest demeanor. In a race 

without Clinton, he’d have more appeal. 

As it is, he remains in the background. 

VERDICT: O’Malley gains some 

traction—but not enough to finish the 

race to Philadelphia. 

BERNIE SANDERS
MY TAKE: Sanders has 

done wonders energizing 

the Democratic base, to the 

ultimate benefit of the entire party. The 

Vermont senator has spoken about 

income inequality and hammered home 

the message that we are in danger of 

becoming an oligarchy. His economic 

message resonates with voters. However, 

he doesn’t have to appeal to minority 

voters to re-create the Obama coalition. 

He can win heavily in predominantly 

White states like Iowa and New Hamp-

shire, but he runs into trouble in the larger 

states, where Clinton is better organized.

VERDICT: He’ll peak early in the race 

and will eventually leave, but not 

without having pushed the progres-

sive agenda to the forefront of the 

campaign and moving Clinton farther 

to the left. 

THE DEMOCRATS

MY FINAL PREDICTION: Rubio will face of against Clinton, with Clinton winning 53 percent of the popular vote. 

OF BLACK WOMEN BELIEVE 
THAT VOTING IS THEIR 
RESPONSIBILITY BECAUSE OF 
OUR HISTORY IN AMERICA

WHAT THE RACE
MEANS TO US!

IF VOTER 

TURNOUT 

AMONG BLACK 

WOMEN 

DECREASES 

BY

2%
THE DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE WILL 
LOSE SWING STATES NORTH 
CAROLINA, FLORIDA AND VIRGINIA

Trump’s
success is 
a symptom of 
the inner 
turmoil within 
the GOP.

#1
ISSUE FOR 
BLACK WOMEN 
IN THE 2016 
ELECTION

AFFORDABLE 
HEALTH CARE

64%

IS THE 

SOURCES: DONNA BRAZILE; LINCOLN PARK STRATEGIES; 
2015 THE POWER OF THE SISTER VOTE POLL BY BLACK WOMEN’S ROUNDTABLE AND ESSENCE
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THE MURDERS OF NINE CHURCH MEMBERS DURING BIBLE STUDY IN CHARLESTON, 
SOUTH CAROLINA, SHOOK OUR NATION AND THE WORLD THIS YEAR. NOW 
THE VICTIMS’ FAMILIES SHARE WHY FORGIVENESS WAS THEIR ONLY OPTION
BY KRISTAL BRENT ZOOK

TO GRACE
FROM GRIEF



L
ast June our hearts were pierced by the news: Nine 

church members were killed while worshipping at 

the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) 

Church in Charleston. They welcomed Dylann Roof, 21, into 

their midst that night. He murdered them minutes later. 

At Roof’s bond hearing, family members of the victims 

were asked whether they would like to speak. One by one, 

relatives stood up, expressing pain and sorrow—and also 

forgiveness and mercy. Alana Simmons, 26, spoke on 

behalf of her family after losing her grandfather, the 

Reverend Daniel Simmons, Sr., that fateful summer 

evening: “Although my grandfather and the other victims 

died at the hands of hate, everyone’s plea for your soul is 

proof that they lived in love, so hate won’t win.”

Since then those three words have sparked a movement 

for Simmons, an elementary music teacher in Norfolk, 

Virginia, and the oldest of Rev. Simmons’s four grandchil-

dren. She was inspired to create the #hatewontwin social 

media campaign, which now has more than 20,000 

Facebook followers. Its nonprofit arm raises money for 

hate crime victims and educates young people on diferent 

races and cultures. 

While Simmons travels across the country spreading the 

message, some have wondered how the families of The 

Charleston Nine could forgive so quickly. Editorials have 

announced, “Black America should stop forgiving white 

racists,” noting that no one expected Americans to forgive 

terrorists in the immediate aftermath of 9/11. 

“The spirit of forgiveness has nothing to do with the 

shooter,” Simmons explains. “I didn’t do it so he can 

sleep at night. Forgiveness is not for others. We lost our 

grandfather. Obviously we’re hurting. But there is no way I 

can carry on my grandfather’s legacy while harboring hate.”

Daniel Simmons, Jr., Alana’s father, agrees. Forgiveness, 

he says, is “a requirement that God has set for us as 

Christians. We want to acknowledge the devil and that this 

was a hate crime. But we also acknowledge God’s power 

over him.” His sister Rose Simmons concurs. “My father 

was a determined individual. Duty was number one to 

him,” says the Newport News, Virginia, musician and 

hairstylist. “The moment he closed his eyes, mine were 

opened. I try to remember everything that he ever said to 

me, and now it’s gold.”

But how do you forgive exactly when the wounds are still 

so raw and so deep?

“It can’t be forced,” says Linda Young, a counseling 

psychologist in The Woodlands, Texas, and senior scholar at 

the Council on Contemporary Families. Authentic forgive-

ness has to come from a place of strength, and a person has 

to be psychologically ready to do it. “You have to be in a 

place where it doesn’t matter what the other person’s 

response is. It can’t be about doing it to get something in 

return. You can’t want revenge.” 

If forgiveness is done right, the results can truly be 

miraculous.

“What it’s doing is taking something that’s eating you 

alive on the inside and letting go of it, so it’s no longer yours 

to bear,” Young says. “That can make healing go faster. It’s 

done in order to move out of a place of despair. It’s done 

because being unforgiving can stall your ability to love 

again and to have hope for your own future.”

Nadine L. Collier lost her mother, Ethel W. Lance, in the 

Charleston shooting. She was the first member of her family 

to express forgiveness toward the shooter at the court-

house. “I felt that I had to do that regardless of what had 

happened to me,” she says. “I was taught by my mother not 

to hold grudges, and I know she would say, ‘I need for you 

to live your life and to forgive him.’ I can’t hold that animos-

ity in my heart because then I’m going to make myself sick. 

I don’t want that feeling—that anger and bitterness.”

Collier says she would even listen to the shooter if there 

ever came a day he wanted to talk. “Because to me, he’s a 

young man,” she says. “He’s a boy…a child. He hasn’t 

experienced anything.”

Still, forgiveness doesn’t take the hurt away. Remember-

ing how she used to talk to her mother as many as four 

times a day, she breaks down and cries. “I’m hurting,” she 

says, “because I know my mom had some more living to do. 

But I’m not angry. There’s a diference.” 

The Reverend Waltrina Middleton, a cousin of DePayne 

Middleton, has a diferent perspective on the topic and talks 

about what she calls a “rush” to forgiveness. DePayne was 

like a sister to her, she says. They “grew up literally right next 

door to each other along with our own two sisters. The four 

of us were inseparable.”

When Bethane Middleton-Brown, DePayne’s sister, 

spoke at the bond hearing, she said she was a “work in 

progress,” notes Rev. Middleton. “She never said in that 

moment that she or we forgave. This is a narrative that 

was created by the media, who refused to listen to us to 

try to understand the heart of our pain and the fact that 

we are still grieving. With the tragic killing of nine remark-

able human beings, the headline dominating the news 

was ‘The Families Forgive.’ ” 

ALTHOUGH MY GRANDFATHER AND THE OTHER VICTIMS DIED AT 
THE HANDS OF HATE, EVERYONE’S PLEA FOR YOUR SOUL IS PROOF 

THAT THEY LIVED IN LOVE, SO HATE WON’T WIN. 
—ALANA SIMMONS
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The family of Rev. 
Daniel Simmons, Sr. 
(pictured), continues 
his legacy. 

Alana Simmons 
(center right) 
and her cousins 
stand together 
against violence.

The 
Obamas 
show 
their 
support.

Fellow 
Charleston 

A.M.E. 
church 

Morris Brown 
holds a 

prayer vigil. 

Prayer services 
were held at 

houses of wor-
ship around the 

country, including 
Metropolitan 

A.M.E. in D.C. 

Family and 
friends attend 
the funeral of 
Cynthia Hurd.

The tragedy united 
denominations and 

congregations.
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“There was a great rush and urgency to get to 

that headline of forgiveness,” she adds, “bypassing the 

narratives in between.” For Rev. Middleton, forgiveness 

in our society all too often becomes a kind of code for 

“we don’t have to be accountable for our inaction, which 

perpetuated these acts of violence.”

“The truth of the matter is, we have not moved on,” 

Rev. Middleton says. “We still have a real problem of 

racism, police brutality and a culture of racialized violence 

in Charleston, in the South and in this country. It is not 

enough to take down the flag. It is not enough to 

even catch the young man who murdered our family 

members. It is not enough if these tragedies continue 

to happen.”

Loma K. Flowers, M.D., a University of California 

at San Francisco clinical professor of psychiatry, agrees 

that the concept of forgiveness is often misunderstood 

by those who perpetrate violence and by their victims. 

 I
n February of 1993, Mary Johnson-

Roy’s only son, 20-year-old 

Laramiun Byrd, was shot in the 

head and chest at a party in 

Minneapolis by 16-year-old Oshea 

Israel. The two young men had 

never met before that night. Israel 

received a sentence of 25 and a half 

years for his crime. 

“The root of bitterness ran 

deep,” Johnson-Roy says of the 

days following Byrd’s murder. 

“Anger set in, and I hated every-

one.” She stayed that way for more 

than 12 years, until one day she 

read a poem about two angels who 

had been mothers on this earth: 

One’s child had been murdered, and 

the other’s child was a murderer. 

“Suddenly I had this vision of 

creating an organization to support 

not only the mothers of murdered 

children but also the mothers of 

children who had taken a life,” she 

says. “I knew then that I would 

never be able to help these mothers 

if I hadn’t forgiven Oshea.” Her first 

meeting with Israel was brokered 

through Victim Ofender Dialogue 

and initiated by the Department of 

Correction. She had never been to 

a prison and was tempted to leave 

before her son’s killer walked into 

the room. The meeting lasted two 

hours. “For the first time, I forgave 

Oshea,” she says. At the end, Israel 

asked if he could hug Johnson-Roy. 

She agreed.

“As I got up to leave, I felt 

something 

rising from 

the soles of 

my feet, 

moving up my 

body and leaving me,” she recalls. 

“Instantly I had this freedom. 

I knew the bitterness was over.”

In 2005 Johnson-Roy estab-

lished From Death to Life, a 

nonprofit in Minneapolis dedicated 

to ending violence through healing 

and reconciliation. Israel was 

released from prison in 2010, and 

today the two work together, 

speaking at schools, churches and 

community centers. “I think 

forgiveness is mentioned in the 

Bible more than 65 times. This is 

not something we can overlook,” 

she says. Johnson-Roy now calls 

Israel her “spiritual son” and has 

also forged a bond with his mother. 

“Forgiveness is letting the anger 

go and not letting that person 

have power over you anymore,” 

Johnson-Roy adds.

Visit fromdeathtolife.us 

for more information.

“Too many times you see abusers or cheating spouses 

who think they have a right to forgiveness just because 

they’ve apologized,” Flowers says. “No one is entitled to 

forgiveness, and its true power lies with the party injured, 

who must experience the full impact. It’s important to do all 

the stages of grief. First shock, then missing the person. 

The third stage is anger and protest. Then comes despair. 

Finally you get to detachment, and it’s at that stage that you 

can really decide to forgive.”

For the Simmonses—Rose, Alana and Daniel—the act is 

one demanded by their Christian faith. 

“It doesn’t mean that I agree with what they did or that 

I want to sufer at their hands or that I don’t get angry or 

want to get even sometimes,” Rose explains. “It’s not saying, 

‘Oh, I forgive you,’ lightheartedly. There’s a process, and it’s 

painful. It’s through tears and a self-truth you must face. 

That’s where you find out who you really are. The battle is 

between you and your heart.” 

Ending Violence With My Son’s Killer
ONE MOTHER HEALS OTHERS TOGETHER WITH THE MAN WHO SHOT HER CHILD

Mary 
Johnson-

Roy and 
Oshea Israel 

Kristal Brent Zook (@KristalZook) is the author 
of Black Women’s Lives: Stories of Power and 
Pain (Nation Books) and a professor of 
journalism at Hofstra University in New York.
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LOVE 
SEX &

FOR SOME OF OUR FAVORITE 
FACES, 2015 HAS BEEN AN 
EVENTFUL YEAR WHEN IT 

COMES TO RELATIONSHIPS. 
SEE THE OFF-CAMERA 

HIGHS AND LOWS
BY CHARREAH K. JACKSON

ROLLER 
COASTER 

OF LOVE

MAGIC ON SET 
Empire costars Grace Gealey and Trai Byers are 
engaged! Her playing Anika, his father’s former 

fiancée, in the series didn’t stop sparks from 
flying. Earlier this year Byers told us he was Team 

Anika all the way: “There’s something about the 
realness of Anika. She’s smart and educated.”
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THERE GOES HIS BABY
2015 Essence Festival headliner Usher got 
engaged to Grace Miguel in January and 
reportedly tied the knot in September. “I have 
an incredible partner and manager,” he told 
Billboard. “She has helped me through some 
of the hardest times in my life and my career.”

ONES TO WATCH
There was a collective gasp when NFL star 
Russell Wilson and singer Ciara stepped out 
together at a White House event in April. The 
gorgeous duo confirmed that they’ve been 
dating for nearly a year and that they are celibate. 
“We’re getting to know each other and building 
a solid foundation,” Ciara told Gayle King.

 AMOUR REIGNS
Vanessa L. Williams is having 
a fab year. Before returning to 
the Miss America pageant 
three decades after being the 
first Black woman to win, she 
married  businessman Jim Skrip 
in Bufalo, New York, in July. 

 BYE TO LIVING SINGLE
Actress and comedian Kim Coles met 
Reggie Mckiver when he was assigned as 
her security at an event. The connection 
was instant, and the couple’s lavish summer 
nuptials were featured on David Tutera’s 
CELEBrations on WEtv.

CUPID 
STRIKES
It’s been the year of romance for 
these entertainers. Join in the celebration 

SEX & LOVE : CELEB COUPLES

FIRST COMES LOVE
In November 2014 actor Lance Gross 
and Rebecca Jeferson welcomed a 
baby girl. This past spring the couple 
traded “I dos.”

Follow ESSENCE Lifestyle & Relationships Editor 
Charreah K. Jackson on Twitter @CHARREAH.114  ESSENCE .COM  DECEMBER 2015
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ALL-ACCESS

PROMOTION

MUST-HAVE PRODUCTS LATEST EVENTS SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

Sign up today for our free ESSENCE® Access e-mail newsletter for exclusive o� ers and discounts, 
special event invitations, and sweepstakes/contests from ESSENCE® partners! 
www.essence.com/newsletter

COCA-COLA 
EMPOWERS

WOMEN

5by20 is our global 

commitment to enable the 

economic empowerment 

of 5 million women 

entrepreneurs by 2020. 

Get tips, tools and 

specialized content at 

supplierdiversity.coke.com

QUINOA & BAMBOO 
STRENGTHENING & 
REPAIR TREATMENT

Cooler temperatures often mean 

split ends, brittle strands and 

breakage. Winterize your hair and 

reverse the cycle of damage with 

Quinoa & Bamboo Strengthening 

& Repair Treatment. This 3-step 

system is powered by super-

nutrients quinoa, bamboo, biotin 

and amino acids to revitalize 

weakened, dry and damaged hair 

and promote growth. Available at 

select Walgreens and Sally Beauty 

locations. Learn more at

natural.designessentials.com

REVLON

The seductive NEW

scent by Revlon

Loved by Women,

irresistible to Men.

A captivating blend of

velvety rose, spice and

vanila infused musk.

Available at

selected retailers.

revlon.com/loveisonfi nder



NEW SONG
After ten years of marriage, singers Tarsha 
and Anthony Hamilton announced their 
breakup. “We’ll continue to be great friends 
and even better parents to our three sons,” 
Hamilton shared.

 PARTING WAYS
Actor Anthony Anderson 
and his wife of 20 years, 
Alvina, filed for divorce after a 
separation of more than a year.  

MOVING ON
We send our best wishes to these 
uncoupling stars

SEX & LOVE : CELEB COUPLES

CURTAIN 
CLOSED
Actors Idina 
Menzel 
and Taye 
Diggs met 
as costars 
in Rent on 
Broadway. 
The two 
divorced 
amicably 
after their 
decade-long 
union.

 SINGING SOLO
After 23 years of marriage, 
singer Kelly Price called it 
quits with husband and 
manager Jefrey Rolle. 

STILL GOING STRONG 
THE SMITHS SPEAK OUT ON SEPARATION RUMORS

Last summer, reigning Black love royalty Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith celebrated 17 years of 
togetherness. And whispers that their union was ending did not sit well with the couple. Smith 
wrote on his Facebook page: “Jada and I are…NOT GETTING A DIVORCE!!!!!!!!!!!! :-) I promise you 
all - if I ever decide to divorce my Queen - I SWEAR I’ll tell you myself!” She cosigned with a tweet 
minutes later: “My king has spoken.” The PDA continued as Smith celebrated his wife’s birthday 
online. “I have sung happy birthday to you 20 times and I have bought you 19 birthday presents 
(I was mad that one year). I have watched you blow out 693 candles (737 after tonite). I’ve told 
you ‘I love you’ at least 8,285 times. And of the nearly 3.96 billion women on the planet—there is 
only 1 that I want to spend the rest of my life with. Happy birthday, my love!” #swoon

SHAKE IT OFF
Mariah Carey and Nick Cannon 
ended their marriage like 
entertainers: covering tattoos and 
writing lyrics about their split.
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HEALTHY &

HAPPY

EAT, DRINK—BUT BE WARY OF 
EXCESS CALORIES THIS SEASON. 

SLIDING INTO YOUR FAVORITE 
JEANS IN THE NEW YEAR WILL 

BE A BREEZE WITH THESE 
EASY STRATEGIES

BY APRIL JORDAN

BEAT THE 
HOLIDAY 

BULGE
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W
hen December rolls 

around, many of our 
healthy habits (hitting 

the gym, getting enough rest) go 
right out the window while bad 

ones (overeating, soaking up 
stress) stroll through the front 
door. It is possible to avoid the 

dreaded holiday weight gain. 
We’ll show you how. 
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4. PULL UP THE COVERS. You may want to shop 
online, wrap presents and cook into the wee hours, 
but get your rest so you don’t pack on the pounds. 
Studies show that lack of sleep can lead to weight 
gain, while getting enough z’s can help you slim down. 

5. DROP AND GIVE IT TEN. Even if you don’t have 
time for a 50-minute dance class, doing something 
is better than nothing. “It could be a ten-minute 
circuit, with push-ups, planks and more, or a four-
minute total body workout—just get moving,” says 
Jenkins. “These exercises will have some training 
efect on your body. And after a few minutes, you 
might be inclined to do more.” 

6. FILL YOUR GLASS—WITH WATER. “Not only 
does water rev up your metabolism, but it also fills 
you up. It can help stave of hunger and prevent 
overeating,” explains celebrity nutritionist Rovenia 
Brock. “I recommend that my clients drink half their 
weight in water.” So if you are 150 pounds, strive 
for 75 ounces a day. Sip a glass including a spritz 
of lemon first thing in the morning to boost your 
metabolism, take a swig in between nibbles at 
soirees and have a bottle handy at work. 

7. FRATERNIZE AWAY FROM THE TABLE. “
Research shows that people tend to eat mindlessly 
and consume more calories when they socialize in 
close proximity to food,” reveals Brock, creator of 
everythingro.com. When you hit your sister’s house 
or the oice party, be sure to position yourself away 
from the dessert spread and bufet to chat with 
friends, family and coworkers.

1. DO A FIVE-MINUTE MEDITATION. Don’t just 
hope to make healthy choices, decide that you will 
before you even get out of bed. “At the start of your day, 
take five minutes for deep breaths,” suggests holistic 
practitioner Tracy Piper, coauthor of The Piper Protocol: 
The Insider’s Secret to Weight Loss & Internal Fitness 
(William Morrow). Repeat airmations of how powerful 
you are, or simply clear your mind so you can concen-
trate on your daily goals. Research indicates that medita-
tion may help relieve stress (which can contribute to 
emotional eating) and control cravings. Piper recom-
mends doing a repeat between 10 A.M. and noon: “That’s 
when people are most active and engaged during the 
workweek, but taking a few minutes to breathe can 
de-stress you and refocus your intentions.”

2. GET ONLINE. “Use social media to your benefit 
by joining a fitness challenge or finding a weight 
loss group that will motivate you to move,” suggests 
celebrity fitness trainer Jeanette Jenkins, creator 
of thehollywoodtrainerclub.com. The more support 
you have, the easier it will be to say no to all the 
treats coworkers are bringing to the oice. Also take 
some time to “like” and “follow” as many health-
oriented pages on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter 
as you can. Seeing smart food and fitness options 
appear in your feed as often as the pies your friends 
are baking will help you maintain instead of gain.

3. HAVE SOME SWEETS. Keep a handful of pepper-
mint candies in your bag so you can pop one into 
your mouth when you’re tempted to go for sec-
onds—or firsts—of something you know is calorie 
overload. “Peppermint may help suppress your 
appetite, but more important, the candy creates 
a gap time to ask yourself if you really want that 
food,” explains Susan Albers, Psy.D., author of 
50 More Ways to Soothe Yourself Without Food: 
Mindfulness Strategies to Cope With Stress and End 
Emotional Eating (New Harbinger Publications). 
“By the time the mint has dissolved, it’s likely the 
urge to eat will have passed.”

Every work-
out counts.

HEALTHY & HAPPY : HOLIDAY FIT

CALORIE CHECKPOINTS
THESE HOLIDAY HOT SPOTS ARE FILLED WITH TEMPTATION. HERE’S HOW TO EAT SMART ON THE GO 

The Holiday Party
You’ve probably heard that you 
should have a small meal before 
you attend. But once you arrive, 
consider eating with your non-
dominant hand. According to one 
study, doing so can reduce how 
much you consume by 30 percent. 

The Mall
Set your intention before 
heading inside, and 
avoid the food court if 
possible. If your sweet 
tooth is calling, choose 
a healthy smoothie over 
a decadent dessert.

Get-Togethers
Let honesty be the best policy. If you 
really want to have a bite of your best 
friend’s mac and cheese, go for it. But 
make sure she knows you’re watching 
your weight and could use her support 
in not going overboard. That’s what 
friends are for, right?
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Having solid friend-
ships is good for your 
health and happiness.

HEALTHY & HAPPY : FRIENDSHIP

says Campbell. “During the season, 

we’re also confronted with family 

relationships that may not be 

as healthy as we’d like. And if we’re 

survivors of abuse, we may have to be 

around a relative who has harmed us.” 

This could be the period when our 

friends need us the most. Check in 

with anyone who has had a rough 

year, and be accessible if she wants to 

ditch the Christmas Eve dinner at her 

aunt’s house and hang out with you, 

or if she needs some words of 

encouragement while on her way to 

a family get-together.

Be understanding. According to the 

National Alliance on Mental Illness, one 

woman in eight will struggle with major 

depression in her lifetime. So you may 

have a friend or two who are dealing 

with a mental health crisis during the 

season and are not up to coming to 

your annual New Year’s Eve bash. Don’t 

be ofended. Be empathetic. “One way 

to be a better friend is to ask your pal 

how she would like to be supported. 

Sometimes a person might want 

another type of support that we’re not 

ofering,” explains Campbell. 

Be forgiving. We’ve all had a falling-

out with an acquaintance. The key is to 

be able to move forward if an argument 

or a problem occurs in the relationship. 

Just like marriages, friendships need 

commitment, forgiveness, communica-

tion and nurturing to keep them healthy 

over time. “Friendships can be challeng-

ing, but it is important that we hang in 

there and put as much attention on the 

association as we do other relation-

ships,” says Campbell. “Those friends 

can be lifelong partners on our journey 

in the same way that family or romantic 

partners can be.”

Be creative. Just like you have 

holiday traditions with your loved ones, 

create a ritual with your girlfriends. If 

you usually spend Christmas Day with 

family, suggest Christmas Eve brunch 

or a New Year’s Day potluck with your 

girls. The goal is to establish customs 

that keep you connected and engaged 

with your besties.

BE SOMEBODY 
TO LEAN ON
A SUPPORTIVE SISTER CIRCLE IS ONE OF OUR BEST 
ASSETS. HERE’S HOW TO KEEP THE BONDS STRONG 
BY LASHIEKA HUNTER

In addition, the network can help you 

cope with traumas and encourage you 

to change or avoid unhealthy lifestyle 

habits, such as drinking excessively 

or getting little or no exercise. 

Friendship is crucial to our longevity 

and our contentment. “Our family 

relationships tend to come with greater 

anxiety and responsibilities like schedul-

ing appointments, managing money 

and dividing chores,” shares Shasta 

Nelson, author and CEO of girlfriend 

circles.com. “Our friendships can give 

us healing.” Girlfriend Circles, which 

provides women’s friendship matching, 

pairs ladies in more than 65 cities in 

the U.S. and Canada.

Girlfriends can be the loves of our 

lives, and like all great relationships, 

yours will require efort to keep things 

on track. Here’s how you can step up 

your friend game during one of the 

most nerve-racking times of the year.

Be available. The holidays are 

supposed to be a happy time, but that’s 

not the reality for everyone. “They can 

be a reminder that things may not have 

gone our way throughout the year,” 

F
riends. How many of us have 

them? Our confidantes are 

often the people who motivate 

us, inspire us and give us pearls of 

wisdom when we’re in need. They 

can be tension relievers and therefore 

beneficial to our health. “Black women 

tend to rely on social support more 

than men do. These friendships involve 

more self-disclosure and feelings of 

closeness,” says Monica T. Campbell, 

Ph.D., a psychologist in Philadelphia. 

“Social support can serve as a bufer 

against the impact of the many 

stressors we experience.” 

Chicago native Aisha Madhi, 39, 

credits her squad of eight with being her 

rock. “Although I was fortunate to be born 

with three sisters, I am blessed to 

experience sisterhood through my female 

friendships that span more than 25 years,” 

she says. “My circle of friends provides 

a safe place where I can let go and be 

my authentic self.” According to the 

Mayo Clinic, not only does having a 

strong social support network reduce 

stress and boost happiness, but it can 

also increase your sense of belonging 

and improve your self-confidence. 
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THE LAB 
DOES NOT 
DIAGNOSE 
A PERSON.

I DO.

A DO sees beyond lab results and is trained to 

treat the whole person. Doctors of Osteopathic 

Medicine practice their distinct philosophy in  

every medical specialty. First and foremost, a  

DO considers the person within the patient.

Learn more at DoctorsThatDO.org



TAKE 
UP THE 
CAKE 
TORCH
READY TO LEARN BIG MAMA’S 
KITCHEN SECRETS? GET INSPIRED 
BY BAKER–BLOGGER JOCELYN 
DELK ADAMS BY LOLA ADESINA

G
rowing up in Chicago, Jocelyn Delk 

Adams would take road trips to 

Mississippi with her family to visit her 

grandmother Maggie Small, afectionately known 

as Big Mama. “She would always want to bake or 

show me something in the kitchen,” says Adams, 

34. “Her cakes are the love notes of my family.” 

Adams shares many of Big Mama’s recipes with 

a modern twist in her new cookbook, Grandbaby 

Cakes: Modern Recipes, Vintage Charm, Soulfood 

Memories (Agate Surrey).

At 8, Adams made her first scrumptious 

creation: a 7UP Pound Cake that had a crunchy 

crust and subtle hints of the citrusy soda. The 

cake is now a family treasure. Yet as she matured, 

she says baking started to seem old-fashioned. 

“I was opposed to set gender rules that women 

were supposed to be in the kitchen,” says Adams. 

But after earning a film degree and working as a 

producer and an event planner, she found herself 

drawn back there in her late twenties. “I walked into my 

kitchen one day and pulled out ingredients for a pound cake. 

I decided to stop fighting the urge and baked every weekend 

since,” she recalls. “You can be the woman who bakes and 

brings home the bacon too.”

In 2012, with a renewed interest in baking and the recollec-

tion of her early days with her beloved grandmother, Adams 

launched grandbaby-cakes.com. A mix of her media and 

kitchen skills, the site quickly took of and now draws thousands 

of visitors every month. Her Real-Deal Caramel Cake has been 

pinned more than 150,000 times on Pinterest. “That cake put 

me on the map,” says Adams. “I’m a big-city hipster with a fast-

paced career, but I am my most inspired in the kitchen.” The avid 

baker gets new ideas constantly. Her favorite cocktail sparked 

her Mississippi Mudslide Cake recipe. “I love this drink and 

thought it would make a cool cake.” 

Christmas for the Delk family is a huge afair, as members 

gather in Chicago for dinner. “We always have the holiday 

HEALTHY & HAPPY : FOOD

You can 
be the woman 
who bakes and 
brings home the 
bacon too.

classics, but I also love experimenting. So each year I 

bring something new,” Adams says. She has yet to top 

her Christmas masterpiece: Red Velvet S’more Cake. The 

upgraded delectable, which features a graham cracker 

crust and marshmallows, is an all-time favorite of Adams’s 

husband of four years. 

This festive season, treat yourself to a homemade 

sweet and learn your own family recipes. “A great way 

to take the edge of baking is to get in the kitchen with 

someone else,” Adams says. “This makes it a fun project 

and a much more enjoyable way to create memories.” 

Be sure to go through the recipe before beginning, then 

get to baking. “There’s something relaxing knowing that 

if you follow a recipe, you’ll most likely get what you 

want.” The next time life gives you lemons, make Adams’s 

Lemon Pound Cake.

To get the recipe for Adams’s Red Velvet S’more Cake, 

visit ESSENCE.com/redvelvetsmore.

Adams discov-
ered her love of 
baking while 
spending time 
with her grand-
mother (below).
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Pick up a copy in store today or subscribe at People.com

Hollywood



COVER
Cushnie et Ochs top, $750, and 

skirt, $995, Neiman Marcus. 

 Cristina Ortiz ear cuf* and rings*, 

Alchemist, Miami Beach, Florida, 

305-531-4653.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Page 11: Jill Jill Stuart gown,  

$338, jilljillstuart.com for info.  

Cristina Ortiz bracelet*,  

Alchemist, Miami Beach, Florida, 

305-531-4815. 

Page 12: On model: Va Bien  
Atelier bodysuit, $325, and slip*,  

vabienusa.com. Carole Shashona 
ring*, exclusively at Barneys New 

York. R.J. Graziano bracelet, $38, 

rjgraziano.com. Manolo Blahnik 

pumps, $965, Manolo Blahnik, NYC, 

212-582-3007. In room, from left: 

Rachel Zoe cardigan, $525, and mini-

dress, $495, shopbop.com. Sophia 

Webster sandals, $595,  

sophiawebster.com. Bibhu 
 Mohapatra top, $1,850, Nordstrom.

BOND AMBITION 
Pages 80–81: Blumarine jumpsuit, 

$1,740, blumarine.com. Cristina 
 Ortiz choker*, Alchemist, Miami 

Beach, Florida, 305-531-4815. 

Jimmy Choo heels*, select Jimmy 

Choo stores.

Page 82: Altuzarra dress*,  

Neiman Marcus. Suzanne Kalan 

necklace* and ring*, suzanne 

kalan.com. 

Page 84: On Harris: Marc Jacobs 
dress*, Marc Jacobs.  Cristina Ortiz 
ear cuf* and rings*, Alchemist,  

Miami Beach, Florida, 305-531-

4815. Jimmy Choo clutch*, select 

Jimmy Choo stores. On model:  

Nick Graham shirt, $60,  

and tie, $70, nickgraham.com.   

86

WHERE TO BUY
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PALMER’S

www.palmers.com
© 2015 E.T. Browne Drug Co., Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Palmer’s® Olive Oil Formula® has superior 
penetration properties that infuse hair with 

unsurpassed moisture and shine.
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Palmer’s® Cocoa Butter Formula®

is America’s Favorite Cocoa Butter brand. 
Our unique formula heals and softens 
rough, dry skin, smoothes marks and scars, 
and helps to even skin tone. Made with 
pure cocoa butter and vitamin E, Palmer’s® 
moisturizes for 24 hours–leaving you with 
soft, smooth, beautiful skin.

Palmers.com

PROMOTION

Your Guide 
to Getting 
GorgeousBeauty IQ



Armani  Collezioni pants (as part of 

suit), $1,995, Bloomingdale’s.

Page 85: Halston Heritage gown, 

$695, halston.com. Cristina  Ortiz 

ring*, Alchemist, Miami Beach, 

Florida, 305-531-4815.

PARTY GIRL 
Page 87: Naeem Khan jacket*, by 

special order, Bergdorf Goodman, 

New York City, 800-558-1855. Naeem 
Khan leggings*, by special order,  

naeemkhan.com for info. Carole 
Shashona earrings* and ring*,  

Barneys New York. Melinda Maria 

ring, $98, melindamaria.com  

for info. Ted Baker clutch, $185,  

tedbaker.com. Stuart Weitzman 
heels, $598, Stuart Weitzman,  

NYC, 212-750-2555. 

Page 88: Tadashi Shoji gown, 

$688, tadashishoji.com. Melinda 
Maria ring, $168, melindamaria.com.  

Sophia Webster heels, $560,  

sophiawebster.com. Furla bag, 

$348, furla.com. 

Page 89: Rachel Zoe cardigan, 

$525, and minidress, $495,  

shopbop.com. Carole Shashona 
earrings* and rings*, all exclusively 

at Barneys New York. 

Page 90: Jill Stuart dress, $878,  

jillstuart.com. Neely Phelan earrings, 

$68, neelyphelan.com.  Melinda Maria 
ring, $98, melindamaria.com. Reiss 

crystal ring, $120, reiss.com. Gianvito 
Rossi boots*, Gianvito Rossi. All other 

items, stylist’s own. 

Page 91: Sass & Bide dress, $2,900, 

sassandbide.com. Jennifer Behr 
headband, $262, jenniferbehr 

.com. Reiss crystal ring, $120,  

reiss.com.  Melinda Maria ring, $98, 

melindamaria.com. Gianvito Rossi 
booties, $1,195,  Gianvito Rossi.  

All other items, stylist’s own. On 

table: Furla bag, $348, furla.com.  

Manolo Blahnik heels, $1,030,  

saksfifthavenue.com. Clutch,  

stylist’s own. 

*price upon request 

WHERE TO BUY

56

PROMOTION

SHONDALAND 
ESSENCE® teamed up with 

Entertainment Weekly, and People 

to celebrate ABC’s TGIT Line-up 

presented by Toyota at Gracias 

Madre in West Hollywood.

Top to bottom: ESSENCE® and Entertainment 

Weekly magazine covers on display at celebration, 

(L-R) Actors Aja Naomi King, Je� Perry, and George 

Newbern take a selfie, (L-R) Jesse Williams and 

Jerrika Hinton pose in the Twitter Booth
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ADVERTISEMENT

ESSENCE® kicked of  New York Fashion Week in style with the 2nd Annual ESSENCE® Street Style Block 
Party and Awards in DUMBO, Brooklyn. The event brought together over 6,000 of the fl yest and fi ercest 
consumers as well as bloggers, designers, stylists, local fashion vendors and food trucks, to celebrate real 

women with style; making it one of the largest block party of its kind!

SPONSORED BY:

Streets are the new Runway!

THANK YOU TO OUR LOCAL PARTNERS 
CREATIVE CHAOS  |  DEWEY’S CANDY  |  THE DUMBO IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT  |  EHVONNAE   

SAHAR SIMMONS  |  SUPERFINE  |  LYNETTE WILLIAMS

STREET STYLE SHOPS VENDOR–
MEOW AND BARKS BOUTIQUE

ESSENCE EDITORIAL PROJECTS DIRECTOR, 
PATRIK HENRY BASS SIGNS COPIES OF HIS NEW BOOK

SAHAR SIMMONS READS TO KIDS FROM HER NEW BOOK

LYNETTE WILLIAMS LIGHTS UP 
SUPERFINE WITH HER VOICE

 GUESTS SHOP THE EHVONNAE FASHIONS GUEST ENJOYS CANDY AT DEWEY’S CANDY



ADVERTISEMENT

Chevrolet 
Rising designers Charlene 
Dunbar and Ashley Ryles 
showcased their capsule 
collections inspired by the 
Chevy Cruze vehicle in the 
Chevrolet Chic Lounge. Veteran 
Designer Ron Bass mentored 
these rising designers and 
was on site to meet and 
greet with fans in front of 
the Chevy Cruze vechicle.

SheaMoisture 
Guests experienced 
#ABetterWayToBeautiful 
with complimentary hair styling 
and makeup applications by the 
Glam Squad with SheaMoisture’s 
award-winning collections. Guests’ 
sampled new products, received 
massages, and personalized 
consultations with Shea 
Moisture’s team of 
beauty experts. 

ASHLEY RYLES , CHARLENE DUNBAR & RON BASS 

CHEVROLET DESIGNERS FASHION SHOW GUESTS IN FRONT OF THE 2016 CHEVY CRUZE VEHICLE

LOCAL VENDORS LINED THE STREET TO SELL THEIR CHIC WARES

ANDRA DAY WOWED THE CROWD 
WITH A SOULFUL PERFORMANCE

STREET STYLE BLOCK 
PARTY CO-HOST MEL B. 

GUESTS SHOP THE SHEA MOISTURE BEAUTY WALL

GUESTS RECEIVE MAKE-UP AND HAIR MAKEOVERS BY SHEA MOISTURE BEAUTY EXPERTS



ADVERTISEMENT

Home Depot put a spotlight on their hottest décor 
and home styling tips with the Home Depot Closet 
Central. The chic closet was decked out with Home 
Depot products, and styling trends and tricks were 
provided by AphroChic. #HomeDepotClosetChic

GUESTS  EXPERIENCE THE HOME DEPOT CLOSET

GUESTS RECEIVE  FREE NAIL ART AND CUSTOM FLASH TATOOS AT THE ESSENCE® BEAUTY BOX TENT

THE CROWD GRABS SIPS AND BITES AT THE ESSENCE® EATS FOOD TRUCK EXPERIENCE

The Block Party was followed by 
a star-studded VIP awards dinner, 
Fashion industry veterans, celebrities 
and social media infl uencers came 
together as we honored Designer 
to Watch Charles Elliott Harbison, 

Curator of Cool Ciara, Style Disruptor 
Jason Rembert, and Street Style 
Crush Karen Blanchard.

GABRIELLE UNION RECEIVES 
THE CLOSET CRUSH AWARD

(L-R) KAREN BLANCHARD, CHARLES HARBISON, CIARA, JASON REMBERT

GUESTS AT THE STREET STYLE AWARDS

(L-R) ADRIENNE C. MOORE, NIA VAUGHN, VICKY JEUDY (L-R) TIFFANY BATTLE, TAI BEAUCHAMP, EZINNE KWUBIRI

(L-R) JUSTINE SKYE, NORMANI KORDEI
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Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

LOVE:  Forget keeping your new beau 

a secret. The holidays are a great  time 

for introductions.  WORK: Take a break 

and reassess your career path . MONEY:

Compromise on  joint assets, but hold 

the line on risky investments. INSPIRA-

TION: Your discernment rules out the 

fake people when real issues arise.

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

LOVE: If you’re open to romance, 

your  busy calendar is a go. WORK:  

Consider a partnership if your solo 

gig goes south. MONEY:  Make sure 

your  outlook on charitable ef orts 

is clear and concise. INSPIRATION:

Your supercharged imagination 

leaves those who try to compete in 

the dust.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20 

LOVE: The merriment of the season 

 masks the abundance of frogs over 

princes, so be careful. Couples, the grass 

isn’t greener. WORK: You can  succeed 

without  damaging your integrity. 

MONEY: Holiday overload has you in 

spend-now-and-pay-later mode. Reality 

check, please. INSPIRATION: Be bold. 

You can be soft-spoken yet fi rm. 

Sagi� arius November 22 to December 21 

OVERVIEW  You’re a free spirit and don’t take yourself too seriously. Highly 

intelligent and big on education, you are the seeker of truth and honestly feel 

that you’re being helpful. An eternal optimist, you have the good sense to 

surround yourself with folks who can help you realize your many dreams. 

Anyone looking for a Sagittarian should  scout technology, science or medical 

events. In general, you’re compatible with Aquarius, Libra, Leo and Aries. With 

Gemini, your opposite, the hookups  sizzle, but what lies beneath the magnetic 

attraction is a two-headed monster you won’t conquer. THE YEAR AHEAD
 Traveling  spawns a curiosity and drive that are so characteristic of the unstop-

pable you. However, don’t get bogged down in the expense . THIS MONTH
LOVE: If the timing is of , your much-anticipated  date can  move to next year. 

WORK: A  part-time gig could of set unwanted holiday  bills. MONEY: Unless 

there’s a plan,  lending and spending are not options. INSPIRATION: Your 

judgment of others dims your light and refl ects negatively on you.

HOROSCOPE

PROMOTION

FOOD
SCENE

PURE THANKSGIVINGS 

TASTE BETTER

At McCormick®, we believe 

pure tastes better. That’s why 

our pure vanilla extract is 

Non-GMO, Gluten Free and has 

no Corn Syrup. Just 100% 

pure fl avor. For great-tasting 

Thanksgiving recipes, 

visit McCormick.com.
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Horoscope by Thelma Balfour, author of Black Love Signs and Black Sun Signs 

(Touchstone).

Aries
 March 21 to April 19

LOVE: Revisiting a tryst makes you 

vulnerable. Couples, stay the course. 

WORK: Events at a holiday party need 

not cross the line. Have fun, but be 

professional. MONEY: Impulsiveness 

with finances must be kept in check. 

INSPIRATION: Inside your heart, 

flights of fancy are determined to peek 

through like a flower on a dirt road.

Taurus
 April 20 to May 20

LOVE: When it comes to mistletoe 

 action, it’s your call. WORK: The 

season’s spirit spills over to mending 

fences with colleagues. MONEY: If 

“mo’ money” is your mantra, then no 

 money—lending, that is—should be the 

rule. INSPIRATION: Your fear of change 

doesn’t equate to a lack of stability.

Gemini
 May 21 to June 20

LOVE: Keep your options open at a 

soiree. Couples, holiday fun is doable. 

WORK: Inattention to detail is due to 

boredom and restlessness. MONEY: 

A settlement is delayed when you 

lose focus and miss the deadlines. 

INSPIRATION: Your innate ability to 

amuse, enlighten and entertain simul-

taneously says a lot.

Cancer
 June 21 to July 22

LOVE: Precious memories and fun 

with your partner maintain the  

relationship. WORK: Your eforts 

pay of, so embrace the praise and 

the promotion, too. MONEY: To 

expedite the process, you need to 

spearhead legal matters. INSPIRA-

TION: A new day is your new op-

portunity to succeed.

Leo
 July 23 to August 22

LOVE: Compromises begin with you 

both. When the blame game starts, 

you lose. WORK: Emotional outbursts 

need a filter. Hurt feelings take a while 

to get over. MONEY: Your generos-

ity should not be a curse for you and 

a blessing to others. Develop a plan. 

INSPIRATION: Take a time-out, follow 

your heart and discover your true bliss. 

Virgo
 August 23 to September 22

LOVE: The naughty type may 

intrigue you, but find a sensible 

substitute instead. Couples, open-

ness is essential. WORK: Avoid 

confrontations. Bosses are watch-

ing. MONEY: Uncertainty about 

finances unsettles you. Hire a pro. 

INSPIRATION: Face your fears 

head-on as though you cannot fail. 

Libra
 September 23 to October 22

LOVE: Communication can strengthen 

your bond. WORK: Actions speak 

louder than words. Avoid the haters. 

MONEY: Secondhand stores and 

dress rental companies can counter-

act holiday spending. INSPIRATION: 

Material worth does not validate self-

worth. You are enough.

Scorpio 
 October 23 to November 21

LOVE: Mending fences and quashing 

drama jump-start happy feelings and 

holiday cheer. WORK: Productivity 

takes priority over ritual and tradition. 

MONEY: Sentiment should not 

trump commonsense spending. 

INSPIRATION: Take advantage of 

the moment when your gift from 

the universe reveals itself. 
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ADVERTISEMENT

By joining our exclusive group of 
Black women, you can be the 

fi rst to try new products and tell 
us what you really think!

Go to 
ESSENCEINSIDERS.COM/JOIN 
and become a member today.

 

FASHIONISTA.
TRENDSETTER.

DIVA.
THAT’S YOU!



Dear God,

A MESSAGE OF HOPE 
AND COURAGE

Here we are. Grateful to be aware of your presence and 
rejoice in it. It is only by your power that we rise to claim our 
eternal inheritance. EVEN WHEN OUR FAITH BECOMES 
A FLICKERING CANDLE in an undetermined night, you fix 
our collective gaze toward what we know to be right, just
and fair. Here we are, God, answering your call to be game 
changers, utilizing divinely given complex creative gifts. 
You have asked us to be BOLD in face of the senseless 
su�erings of our time. Here we are, God, THANKING 
YOU for the backbone to STAND UP against the naysayers; 
the tools to do the impossible before breakfast; the 
chutzpah to refuse to step aside and let others do it; THE 
COURAGE TO BE WHO YOU MEANT US TO BE and the 
consistent inspiration to dream, provide, advise, explore,
confess, organize, support, dance, laugh, love and love 
again as we seek new ventures. 

GET LIFTED

Amen.
In your name, 

Bishop Vashti Murphy McKenzie (@vashtimckenzie) is the first woman elected as bishop 
for the African Methodist Episcopal Church. For more information on her ministry, log on to
thisisyourwakeupcallonline.com.

BISHOP VASHTI MURPHY MCKENZIE HELPS US STAND IN 
OUR POWER AS WE SAY GOOD-BYE TO 2015
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HOLIDAYS WELL SPENT

LESS��������	

MORE ��
� ��	
Give the perfect gifts at prices you love.

Shop in stores and at nordstromrack.com


